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ABSTRACT

The velocity parameter is an important parameter in
acoustical profiling. Methods of determining this parameter
are discussed. The empirical relationships between the
acoustical properties of deep sea sediments and their physical
properties are examined and good correlations are found to
exist. The physical properties are also found to correlate
well with the sediments' geotechnical elastic properties. This
then gives an indirect means of correlating between the
acoustical properties and the elastic properties.

Next the reliability of predicting the state of regions
outside and between parallel seismic  acoustical! profile
lines is examined. From these predictions, a two-color map of
the region examined is drawn.

Finally, the government's role in leasing the Outer
Continental Shelf lands is examined and a policy model for
leasing OCS lands is discussed.
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l. Acoustic Profilin � Introduction

The identification of sub-bottom stratigraphy and geo-

logical structure often is necessary for the design and

construction of foundations of structures on the ocean floor,

Acoustical profiling techniqueprovides a flexible, convenient

means of identifying general types of ocean-bottom materials

and of determining the geometry of sub-bottom layers of soil

and rock prior to sampling.

Acoustic profiling is part of the general category of sub-

bottom profiling methods known as seismic profiling. Acoustic

profiling refers principally to seismic profiling methods

using high frequency signals, and therefore having high

resolution but limited penetration. Current literature uses

the terms 'seismic' and 'acoustic' somewhat interchangeably

when referring to offshore exploration, and here both of these

terms will be used as applied to a water environment.

Two general types of acoustic profiling are available;

refraction profiling and reflection profiling. Refraction

profiling uses refraction at strata boundaries and horizontal

travel times of seismic waves through strata to infer sub-

bottom geometry. Refraction is quite common in terrestial

exploration. Reflection uses reflected seismic waves and

return travel times to infer sub-bottom geometry. Reflection

is much more common than refraction offshore. Here, only

reflection surveys are considered, although much of the present

discussion could apply to refraction as well.



In acoustic  reflection! profiling, the sound source is

usually towed close to the ship while the hydrophone array is

towed at a distance behind This reduces the noise level of

the ship, which has frequencies in the range of signal fre-

quencies. Figure 1.1 illustrates an arrangement for a

continuous profiling system. The reflected signals are

detected by the tawed hydrophone array, amplified, filtered

and displayed on a precision variable density recorder.

1.1 Basic Conce ts

This section discusses basic concepts of reflection

profiling which are referred to in later chapters' Figure

1.2 illustrates basic definitions and concepts of reflection

profiling.

1.1.1 Acoustic Reflection

A propagating sound wave encountering an interface between

materials of different acoustic impedance  see later in this

section! has part of its energy reflected. back in the direction

from which it came, while some is transmitted forward. A norm-

ally reflected wave is one encountering such an interface per-

pendicular to the direction of travel. An obliquely reflected

wave is one encountering the interface at an angle. Figure 1.2

illustrates two basic relations for analyzing wave propagation

through layered media; first, the angle of incidence = angle of

reflection; and second, Snell's Law. At the liquid-solid

interface, the two types of refracted waves are generated
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from an obliquely incident wave, a compressional wave and a

shear wave. Bath obey Snell's I.aw.

1.1.2 Reflection Coefficient

The reflection coefficient, R, for reflection at the

water-sediment interface is given by Raleigh �945! as

pe/p cA

R
r

A.
i

f.l. 1!

p2/p~ +

where ~ is the angle of incidence,

A and A, are the amplitudes of the reflected and
r

incident signals,

p~ and Vq are the density and sound. velocity in water,

pz and. V~ are the density and sound velocity in the

sediment.

to

Equation [1,1! is commonly used for adjacent sediment layers,

as well. However, this application should be made only under

restricted conditions of sediment layering, sound energy

levels and frequency. Generally, it is valid only when a

second, or other, layer in the seabottom does not reflect

sound interfering with that reflected from the water-sediment

interface.

For normal reflection and incidence Equation fl.l! reduces
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P2V2 - Piv1

R P2V2 + P1V1

P~ � Pi

R
Pz + P>

 j- -3!

Equation [1.3] can be used in a progressive technique i

starting at the water-sediment interface where the water

density is known or easily determined, and knowing the values

of R for the different layers  from the acoustic record, i.e.

R = A /A,!, to obtain the bulk density of progressive layers.
r

1.1.3 Cora ressional Nave and Shear Wave

The compressional wave, also known as the longitudinal or

P wave, is transmitted by materials alternately compressing

and expanding, and propagates at the compressional wave speed

V , given by
c

�.4 !V
c

where K is the bulk modulus

G is the shear modulus

p is the material density

Particle movement is along the axis of wave propagation.

The shear wave, also known as transverse or S wave, is

generated by an oscillating force transversely stressing a

solid. The shear wave speed V is given by
s

Since most surficial sediments have about the same sonic

velocity, as measured by simple oblique reflection techniques,

equation [l. 2] further reduces to
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G 1/2
v =   � !

s p

Particle movement is perpendicular to wave propagation

direction.

l.l.4 Attenuation and Ener Loss

Both compressional and shear waves are reduced in ampli-

tude as they propagate through a medium. Energy is lost when

the sound spreads out spherically from the source, and by

absorption as the wave propagates through water and sub-

bottom materials.

Energy loss in the water column is of two types,

spherical spreading loss, proportional to 1/L where L is the

signal path length, and attenuation loss, proportional to

-awL
e where m is the attenuation coefficient of sea water.

In the water-saturated sediment, energy is lost due to

Rayleigh scattering, solid friction losses and

losses. Solid friction losses occur at the points of contact

between the particles and are characterized by a linear vari-

ation of the attenuation coefficient with frequency, over a

frequency range of 1 to 10' Hz. Viscous losses are due to

interaction between solid and liquid and are characterized by

an attenuation coefficient proportional to the square root of

the frequency. The Rayleigh scattering losses are dependent

on the fourth power of frequency. Buchan et al. �972!

related. the attenuation coefficient v,  for compressional

waves! to frequency f as
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where k, n are constants.

1.1 5 Common De th Point  CDP! Method

The CDP method is a method o f acoustic profiling developed

by Mayne �956!; and is considered to be among the most important

recent developments in seismic profiling. Using the CDP Method,

the hydrophone signal traces are recorded from shot points at

different horizontal locations below the water surface.

Signals reflected from the same sub-bottom point are stacked.

The stacking of CDP traces improves data signals because the

primary common point reflections are in phase and add construc-

tively, whereas ambient noise and other seismic signals which

are not in phase, cancel each other.

Figure 1.3 illustrates how the CDP technique is performed.

An acoustic source is triggered at position 1. Part of this

energy is reflected from sub-bottom bed 3 to hydrophones 4.

The hydrophones and source are then removed to positions 5 and

2 respectively, and the firing repeated. The spacing of 2

from 5 is such that the energy transmitted to hydrophones 5

impinges on the sub-bottom bed  i.e., bed 3! at about. the same

point. The received signals from the two shots should there-

fore correspond. Thus when the received energy derived from

the two shots is combined, the reflected energy will be rein-

forced, whereas random energy, being non-coincidental, will

be averaged over, improving the clarity of the resulting record.



Fi ure 1.3 Representation of corarnon depth point
stacking technique.
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Figure 1.4 Bolt PAR air gun, showing two stages of the
firing cycle:  a! arraed;  b! f ired.
 Bolt Associates, Inc. !
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1.2 Acoustic Source � The Air Gun

Acoustic profiling sources can be divided into two groups,

explosive sources  e.g., dynamite} and non-explosive sources.

The Flexotir and Maxipulse systems are examples of explosive

sources, while the most common non-explosive sources are the

sparker and air gun. The air gun system shall be discussed

here.

1.2.1 The Air Gun

The air gun is the most widely used of all non-explosive

sources. The Bolt Par, which is a trademark of Bolt Associates,

is the most extensively used air gun and has capacities of 1

to 2000 in3 of air, operating at pressures up to 2000 lb/in

Figure 1.4 shows the operation of the PAR air gun. In this

system, high pressure air passes through a hose from compressor

on the ship to the towed submerged unit. The force in the

triggering piston forces the shuttle with the triggering

piston to rest on the base of the upper chamber. A high

pressure air is then injected by way of the solenoid valve

to the base of the triggering piston. This upsets the equili-

brium of the system, and the shuttle moves upward at a high

velocity, causing high pressure air from the lower chamber to

be suddenly released into the water, creating an air bubble

and tailing oscillations  which creates return signals that

have to be filtered!.

The most effective way of reducing the effect of bubble

oscillations in the field is to use an array of air guns, all
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fired in synchronism. The pressure signal recorded. consists

of an impulse representing the sum of the initial pulses from

all the guns, followed. by a train of much weaker bubble

pulses, spread out over a period of time and partially

cancelling each other.

1.2.2 Si nature and Am litude of Linear Air Gun Arra s

An air gun array is designed with the objective of

generating a short signature of high amplitude. To generate

such a pulse, with respect to linear arrays of non-interacting

air guns, the total available air volume has to be distributed

over the individual guns in such a way that the tail of the

signal is as flat as possible.

Air guns are ordered according to volume. The flat signal

tail can be achieved by designing the volumes such that the

difference in bubble times of two adjacent guns is proportional

to their volumes to the power 2/3. The amplitude o f the

signal expected from a linear array of non-interacting air

guns is limited by the physical length of the array. Noote-

boom �978! proposed that a good gun combination of non-

interacting air guns in a linear array can be achieved by

selecting the separate guns such that the difference in bubble

times between adjacent guns are proportional to their bubble

times squared.

1.3 Characteristics of Seismic Events

In the process of distinguishing features of events from

an acoustic record, the interpreter has to perform the
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following basic tasks Initially, he has to select these

events on the record which represents primary reflections.

Then the arrival times for these reflections are translated

into depths and dips. The reflecting horizons are then

mapped. The interpreter also has to be aware of other events

which may yield valuable or distracting information, such as

multiple reflections and diffractions.

Recognition of acoustic events are based on five charac-

teristics. These are coherence, amplitude standout, character,

dip moveout and normal moveout. Figure 1.S illustrates these

concepts. The coherence of the event is the most important

characteristic in recognizing an event. Coherent events are

caused by return signals producing similar effects on each

hydrophone in an array, from trace to trace. The amplitude

standout relates to an increase in energy of the return

signals due to reflection from an interface of two media with

different acoustic impedances ~ Amplitude standouts are

associated with coherent events. The character of the event

refers to the distinctive appearance of the waveform which

identifies a particular event. The distinction involves

primarily the shape of the envelope, the number of cycles

showing amplitude standout and irregularities in phase which

result from interference between components of the event.

The moveout is the systematic difference in the arrival time

of an event from trace to trace.
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Figure 1.5 Characteristics of a Seis ' S'eismic Signal

1.4 Us fsefulness of Acoustic Reflection Method

The greatest advantage of acoustic reflection profiling

over conventional methods is the continuity of the record

With an acoustic rofip 'le, sediment and rock units may be

correlated from aa few borehole data, eliminating the need for

anextensive boring or coring program. Additional borings or

cores can be taken in questionable areas or those requiring

additional sedimen t. analysis. Geologic features which may be

delineated include slumping large d 11an sma scale faulting,

differential compaction of overbu dr en, se iment erosion andd'

deposition, eroded channels filled with unconsolidated sedi-
ments, etc. All of this information provides data from which

a detailed colo icg g al map of a site can be constructed.
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2. Theoretical Estimation of De th and Di of Sub-bottom

This section examines theoretical methods of estimating

the depth and dip of sub-bottom layers  the layer thickness

can be deduced from the depth of adjoining layers! . The

velocity of sound in these media is the most important para-

meter in this estimation. The variation in sound speed in

water and then in the sub-bottom layers is first examined.

Then methods of estimating the depth and dip for the cases

of horizontal reflector, single dipping reflector and two

dipping reflectors are discussed'

2.1 Sound Velocit Variation in the Dee Sea

The speed of sound in water is approxiroately 1500 m/sec.

The precise value is strongly dependent upon temperature,

pressure and salinity, and its magnitude generally increases

as these quantities increase. Typical vertical variations in

the deep sea, in temperature and salinity are 25'C and 2ppt.

These variations produce sound speed variations of about 80

m/sec and 3 m/sec, respectively. Velocity variation due to

pressure is about 50 m/sec for 3000 m of water. Thus tempera-

ture and pressure are important variables in determining the

vertical profile of sound speed.

Wilson �960! provides an empirical formula relating

sound velocity C to these three variables, as

�. 3.!C = 1449. 14 + V + V + VS + VSTP



where

is a fourth order polynomial of temperature T

is a fourth order polynomial of pressure P

is a second order polynominal of salinity S

V

Vp

VS

is a polynomial involving cross-products of S,T,
and P

STP

 For the forms of V, V, V and U, refer Wilson. !

Using equation [2.1] and field data for T,P and S, the speed

of sound can be calculated to an accuracy of about +0.3 m/sec.

In practice the velocity of sound is determined largely

from temperature variations obtained by a bathythermograph

from the shipboard. A direct method uses the 'sing-around

velocimeter' which operates on the principle of timing the

travel of an acoustic pulse between two points.

2.2 Sound Velocit Variation in Sea Sub-bottom

Birch �966! showed that sound velocity V is a function

of the mineral types of the medium. He obtained information

on the variation of velocity with mineral type, as tabulated

below.

Sound Velocity
 V ! km/sec Mean V km/secMineral T e

l. Alluvium, Clay, etc.

2. Sandstones, shales

3. Z,imestones, dolomites

4. Granites, metamorphics

5. Salt, Anhydrides

0. 0 to 2.5

0.6 to 4.2

2.0 to 6.0

3.0 to 7. 0

4. 2 to 7.5

1.25

2 ' 40

4.00

5.00

5.85
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Various other researchers have produced empirical correlations

which show a second-order polynomial relationship between

sound velocity and porosity  discussed in Chapter 3! . These

results generally indicate decrease in velocity with increasing
porosity. Therefore sediments or rocks subjected to greater

overburdens  i. e. greater depths of burial! have lower

porosities and hence greater velocities of sound propagation.
Rapid velocity variation from area to area are observed in
regions subjected to recent structural deformation and uplift
such as California. Structural changes affect the overburden

pressure and also change the porosity of the rocks, hence

changing sound speed through the medium.

2.3 Ad'ustments to Account for Var in Velocit

i. Horizontal Variation:

The survey area is divided into small zones where the

horizontal variations can be ignored and the same vertical

veloc i ty distr ibution used

ii. Vertical Variation:

The constant velocity model is modified by replacing

with the average velocity between the surface and the reflec-

ting horizon. Thus a section is assigned a different velocity

for each of the reflectors below it.

111 e

The actual velocity distribution is approximated by a

step distribution corresponding to a number of horizontal
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layers of different velocities, the velocity being constant

within each layer. A graphical method called the "Wave-front

Chart", is used to find the depth and dip. This method

replaces actual ray path with a series of line segments which

are straight within each layer but undergo abrupt changes in

direction at the boundaries between layers. Dix �955!

showed that the velocity-time function for this case can be

written as

t= t +x/U
0 lms

�.2!

where

U rms
i=l i

V.,t. are the average velocity in and travel time
1 1

through the i layer. th

t, t are two-way travel time; t is the time for
0 0

normal reflection.

x is the offset, i.e. the distance between hydro-

phone and source.

2.4 Velocit Functions in Horizonta3. Reflectors

Acoustic profiles showed that actual velocity usually

varies extremely rapidly over short intervals, Ef these

changes are integrated over distances of a wavelength or so

�0 m � 100 m!, a function that is generally smooth except

for discontinuities at marked lithological changes is obtained.
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The path of a wave travelling in such a medium can be deter-

mined by two integral equations:

�.3!

dz
�. 4!

where

Sin i Sin i
P = = V  i.e., Snell's Law!

n 0

V = V z! where z is depth, V z! is the value of

velocity at depth z.

i, i are the angles of incident in the 0 layer
o' n

and the n layer, andth

V,V are the velocity of sound in the 0 layer
o' n

thand the n layer  refer Figure 2.1! .

�. 5!V = V + kZ
n o n

where k is a constant whose values are generally in the range

of 0. 3 to l. 3 per sec.

Equations [2. 3] and [2.4] assume that the medium is divided

into a large number of thin beds, in each of which the velocity

is a constant. Figure 2.l illustrates this assumption.

A case of considerable importance is the case of linear

increase in velocity with depth, i.e.
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Figure 2.1 Raypath where velocity varies with depth.

Figure 2.2 A single dipping reflector.
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Substituting equation [2. 5] in equations [2. 3] and [2.4], we

obtain

 Cos i � Cos i!
1

0
�. 6!

1 1 tan i/2
k ~ ~~tan i 2

0

�.7!

kt
2 tan  e tan i /2!

o
�. 8!

z = �  V-V ! =  sin i � sin i !
1 1

k o Pk 0
f 2.9!

2.5 Parameter Estimation in a Sin le Di in Reflector

 y!
2  AA!

o V
[2h Cos 8 � 2y sin u]/V

NMO  y! = [t  y! + x'/V '] � t  y!

 x is the offset!V = V/Cos a
s

where

Making y = L = constant, we have

t  L! � 2h  Cos u!/V � 2L sin u!/V
0

t �! = 2h  Cos e! /V
0

N~o O! = [t ' O! + x / V/Cos m! ] � t �!z 1/2
0 0

Figure 2.2 illustrates a scheme for a single dipping

reflector. The normal incidence time t  y! and the normal
0

moveout NMO y! for point A at a distance y from an arbitrary

reference point 0 is expressed as
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Solving the above equations give:

�.10!h = x t �!/� [NNO O! + t �! ] - t �!

tan u = h[t �! � t  L!]/ Lt �! ]
0 0 0

�.11!

�.12!v = 2h/ t �!

The parameters on the RHS of equations [2. l0] to [2.12] can

be measured. The direction of the dip can be determined from

the signs

Sign  a! � Sign [t �! � t  L! ]
0 0

�.13!

If Sign  a! > 0, then the slope is updip from point 0, and

si>ilarly for Sign  a! < 0, the slope is down-dip from O.

2.6 Parameter Estimation in Two Di in Reflectors

Sections 2.2 to 2.5 discuss the general variation of

velocity in a sub-bottom section and methods to estimate the

velocity parameter, depth and dip of a reflector. This

section describes a more comprehensive and powerful theoretical

method for estimating such parameters for the case of two

dipping reflectors. This is the Virtual Image Algorithm  VIA!.

The exact solution for velocity, depth and dip of a sub-

bottom layer can only be obtained using iterations of the ray

tracing method. The VIA method can be used to obtain approxi-

mate values of these parameters quickly and easily, thus

enabling savings in time and acting as an effective decision

tool for use on a site.



2.6.1 Basic Principles

The VIA technique for estimating reflection parameters

requires the following to be satisfied:

 i! The reflectors are almost planes, at least over the

length of the spread.

 ii! Relative velocity contrasts at the reflector planes

are not large  i.e. IV. - V, 1  / V. « 1!
i i+1 i

 iii! The angles of incidence and dips of reflectors are not

large, and the boundaries of reflectors must not inter-

sect each other within the observed region.

time to travel distance h~ � time to travel distance hz

hg�/V!! = hz l/Vz!

T
P

Sin ay tan Qy hz

tan az ' hgV~ Vz

�.14!hz �� hg Vg/Vz!

Substituting h~ in T

T = h~ l/Vy � V~/Vz ! �.15!

When the above conditions are satisfied, the actual wavepath

POR  Figure 2.3! through two media of velocities V~ and Vz,

can be replaced by a single wavepath P OR through a fictitious

medium of velocity V2 and delay T , starting from the virtual

shotpoint PV Tp is derived below.
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Schematic of a refracted ray and its 'virtual
shot. point' P

V

Schematic of the case of two dipping reflectors
and their replacement by one homogeneous medium
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2.6.2 Solution for Two Di in Reflecto'rs

The VIA technique is used to determine solutions for the

case of two dipping reflectors because the conventional ray

path method is complicated and inaccurate. In the VIA method,

the two different layers are replaced by one homogeneous medium

with a virtual surface.

The parameters of the first reflector  and first layer!

are determined as discussed in section 2.5, i.e. one can

determine values of h>, H,V,O in figure 2.4 from equations

2.10 to 2.12. Then using the principles discussed in Section

2.6.1, the two layers  with their interface as the first

reflector 1-1! are made into a single homogeneous layer, with

the virtual surface located at O-l. The problem is therefore

reduced to a single reflector problem. Kesmarky �977!

produced solutions for h, a and v for the case of a second

reflector given that similar values for the reflector above it

are known. These solutions are:

�. 16!
R x + 4eL

eV~ + f

x  Cos 8 +  V~! Sin~e!
cos Q �. 17!

h. =  m + d!/�w Cos a! �. 18!
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where a = �-L/H tg8! t �! � t  L!
0 0

b =  L/H! t 8
g

c = t �! � 2H Cos 9/V
0

d = 2HV Cose

e = NMO �! + 2NMO�![t �! � 2H cose/V]
0

f = 4NMO�! HV Cos8

R= a+bc

Q = bd

t �!, t  L! and NMO �! are measured quantities.
0 0

hA � �  PQ! tan y + h/Cosy

m = a + y

�. 19!

�. 20!

The two top media whose parameters are now known, can be

replaced by a single homogeneous medium with sound velocity

equal to the velocity in the lower layer and the virtual

surface can be found for the third reflector. The parameters

for this reflector can then be similarly determined.

The procedure described above can be continued in the same

Equation 2.16 gives a value of m that can be used in equation

2.14 to determine the position of the virtual surface and the

dip y of this surface from the horizontal. The virtual dip

and virtual depth h  i.e. the dip and depth relative to the

virtual surface! can be determined from equations 2.17 and 2.18.

The value of the true depth h and true dip o at point A

 where A is directly below point P! can then be determined as
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manner to estimate the parameters of deeper and deeper

reflectors in a recursive fashion.
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3. The Em iz'ichl Relat.'ion5hi' s between the Acoustical

Properties and Gedtechnical Properties of Marine Sediments

The ability to correlate acoustical properties of soil

sediments with their geotechnical properties would enable the

geologist or geotechnical engineer to determine the engineering
characteristics of an underlying geological structure and

facilitates early planning for development of the offshore

region. This chapter discusses empirical relationships between

geotechnical and acousticalproperties, based on laboratory

investigations. These investigations indicate that no common

relationship can be obtained for all regions, rather such

relationships are specific to the region from which the soil

samples used in the laboratory test are obtained. However,

results can be useful in areas where past exploration records

are available, or as an approximation, in areas where the

regional geological trends and types are known to be similar
to a region for which correlation equations have been developed

3.1 Correlations between Geotechnical pro~erti

Porosity was found to correlate strongly with density

and elastic properties of mar'ine sediments. Section 3.1.1

discusses the relationships between porosity and. density and

Section 3.1a2 examines the correlation of porosity with bulk

modulus, shear modulus and poissons ratio.
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3.1.1. Density and Pdrosit Relationships

The equation relating density and porosity in a saturated

marine sediment was first given by Uric] in 1947,

P =o�n+ ps l-v! �. 1!

p is the saturated bulk density of the sediment

q is the porosity

p is the density of seawater

where

os is the solid density of the sediment

Xn using this equation to predict porosity or density, given

the other quantity, Hamilton �974! suggested that it is

usually better to assume values of p and p and then computes Ld

the missing quant i t y.

as follows

He recommended values for p and p�S

p� = 1.024 g/cm3 at 23 C
p = 2.65 g/cm for sands and silts

S = 2.67 g/cm for terrigeneous clay
2.70 g/cm for deep-sea red clay

3= 2.71 g/cm for clay-calcareous ooze

= 2.45 g/cm for clay-diatomaceous ooze

Hamilton �970! has produced equations correlating porosity to

density for three different marine physiographic regions. These

regions are designated  ~ ! for the continental terrace,  H!

for the abyssal hill, and  P! for the abyssal plane. These

equations are shown below:
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 T! q = 1. 554 � 0. 565 p

 H! n = 1.548 � 0.550 p

 P! q = l. 629 � G. 614 p

� 2!

�-3!

�. 4!

The standard deviations for equations �. 2!, �. 3! and �. 4!

are, respectively, 2.8, 0.8 and 1.3.

Akal �972! produced results of relative density vs

porosity for 15,124 samples. These results, shown in Figure 3.1,

lead to the relation

p = 2. 604 � l. 606'
r

where pr = p/p~

�-5!

Equation �. 5! corresponds to equation �. 1! for ps = 2. 66. A

similar plot produced by Buchan �972! is shown in Figure 3.2.

His results also indicate that the data generally fall between

p = 2.6 and p = 2.7. Figure �.3! shows comparative plots of
s s

equations �.2! through �.5! which correspond closely to

each other.

lastic P3 ' l.2

The elastic properties that geotechnical engineers are

primarily interested in are bulk modulus, k, shear modulus G,

and poisson's ratio g. Hamilton �971! proposed several equa-

tions which predict bulk modulus given porosity. These are

 T! K = 215 095 � 133-101 jnq+ 28'287  'inn! ~ �.6!

 H!+ P! K = 128.991 � 72.048 inn +13.866 �nr!! -0. 91   ln i! ~
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where  T!,  H! and  P! are physiographic regions

having the same definitions as in Section 3.1.1.

The standard deviations for equations �.6! and �.7! are,

respectively, 0.011 and 0.01 which are small, indicating good

correlations. Figure 3.4 shows that the data points do actually

fall into a very narrow band for all three regions.

The good correlation between bulk modulus and porosity

allows us to predict the shear strength of the sediment.

Hamilton listed the following steps to obtaining the shear

modulus and Poisson's ratio from an acoustic reflection record:

~Ste

l. Obtain from acoustic record a relevant acoustic para-

meter  eg. velocity!.

2. Use the responsive prediction equations and compute the

porosity.  These equations will be discussed in Section

3.2l through 3.24!

3 Obtain estimates for the bulk modulus and density using

equations �.l! to �.7!.

4 Compute the Shear Modulus from equation �.8!

K + 4G/3

0

where V is the acoustic velocity

5. The shear velocity V can be obtained from equation �.9!

 G/p ! ~
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6. Poisson's ratio p, can be obtained from equation �.l0!

3K � pV 2

3K + pV

�.10!

3.2 Acoustical Properties and Ph sical Pro erties

In offshore exploration, the acoustical properties of the

sub-seabottom sediments are the first known characteristics,

since they are obtained from the preliminary acoustical sound-

ings. It is therefore useful to be able to obtain estimates of
the sediment's physical properties  such as porosity! from the

acoustical records. The predicted physical parameters can then

be used to estimate other geotechnical properties of the

sediment, as disccused in Section 2.2.

Equations �. 8!, �. 9! and �. 10! only apply to an elastic,

isotropic and homogenous material. These equations can, how-

ever, be used as a first approximation to the more complex and

variable real relationships.

The stepwise approach to obtaining G and p is inaccurate.

This is because the bulk modulus is much larger  in magnitude!

than the shear modulus G. Thus, small errors in estimating V

can lead to large errors in G when estimated from equation �.8! .

The approach can also lead to undesirable accumulation of errors

Equation �.9! indicates that if V can be determined accurately
s

then a more accurate estimate of G can be made, since the effect

of K is absent. But to this date, no reliable or practical field

estimate of Vs can be made.
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Sections 3.2.1 through 3.2.4 discuss empirical results

to correlate acoustical properties of soil with physical

properties. The acoustic properties of interest are sound

velocity  Section 3.2.1!, acoustic independence  Section 3.2 2!,

reflectivity  Section 3.2.3! and attenuation  Section 3.2.4! .

3.2.1 Sound Velocit and Ph sical Pro erties

Although acoustic sources generate both compressional

waves and shear waves in subbottom sediment, only the compres-

sional component is measured in conventional acoustical profiling

and so will be referred to here merely as acoustic waves. The

compressional wave velocity will be called the acoustic velocity.

The acoustic velocity is normally assumed in practice to

be 1500m/s. This assumption is in order because acoustic

velocity varies primarily with depth and only slightly with corn-

position. Since density or porosity also varies with depth, it

can be inferred that acoustic velocity and porositv may

correlate well with each other. Section 3.2.1.2 shows that

fair correlations do exist between acoustical properties and

physical velocities of marine sediments.

To be able to estimate porosity from acoustical records,

the acoustic velocity must be measured accurately. The Common

Depth Point method  see Section 1.2.5! is one such method used

to provide accurate measures of acoustic velocity. Section

3.2.1.1 examines the theoretical relationship between acoustic

velocity and porosity or density while Section 3.2.1.2 discusses

the empirical relationships'
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3.2.1.1 Theoretical Relationshi

The theoretical acoustic velocity V in an elastic, homo-

geneous isotropic solid is given by the equation

K + �/3! r
�. 11!

where K is the bulk modulus of elasticity  equals 1/8!

g is the compressibility

r is the rigidity modulus

Sediments down to a hundred feet below the seabottom are

non-rigiQ, in which case r = 0 and we obtain Wood's Equation,

V = �/gp! �. 12!

Urick �947! derives relationships for B and p as

ng~ + �-v! g

p = np�+ �-n p

�. 13!

�.14!

-12
where 8 = 2.33 x 10 cm /dyne

8 = 4 3 cm2/dyn e

p = 2.65 g/cm3

p� = 1.024 g/cm

The substitution of equations 3.13 and 3.14 into equation 3.12

produces a relationship between velocity and porosity. This

relationship, called Woods Equation, forms a lower bound on the

velocity vs porosity plot.



3.2.1.2 Em irical Correlations

It is generaLly accepted that the sound velocity increases

as porosity decreases. However most researchers agree that

porosity in itself is only a first approximation to a number

of interrelated physical properties that affect the acoustic

velocity to varying degrees. Some empirical correlations

between velocity and porosity are discussed below.

Figure 3.5 shows empirical results obtained by Buchan

�972!. The data points fall mostly above Woods' Equation

which is the theoretical relationship between velocity and

density  or porosity!. Buchan correlates the sediment physical

properties and sound velocity as follows:

V mjsec! = 1336 + 92',s + 110lp �. 15!

1616 + 90M + 2q
s

�.16!

= 1416 � 7 M~ + 91p �.17!

where ps is the sand fraction with diameters greater

than 62.5 microns,

N is the mean diameter in phi units

The correlation coefficients of equations �.15! to �.17! are

0.789, 0.787 and 0.776 respectively, indicating fair correlation.

Figure 3.6 shows that Wood's Fquation again forms the lower

bound on data obtained for the abyssal hill and abyssal plain

regions. The data in Figure 3 ' 7 are obtained from the Continental

Terrace. The prediction equations are
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 T! v m/s! = 2456 � 21. 7n + 0. 126n~ �. 18!

�.19!

�.20!

 H! v

 P! v

1483 + 0.32'

1669 � 1.85'

where equation 3.18 is for figure 3.7 and equations 3.19 and

3.20 are for Figure 3.6. The standard deviations for equations

�.18! to �.20! are respectively 34.9, 12.8 and 19.2.

Akal �972! and Morgan �969! also produced empirical

correlations between sound velocity and porosity. Figure 3.8

shows results by Akal. The regression equation is

v/v�= l. 631 � 1. 78@ + 1. 2q

where v is the velocity of sound in water

v/v is the relative sound velocity

�.21!

The standard deviation of equation �.21! is 0.039. Morgan' s

results are also indicated below

v m/sec! = 2380 � �197 + 1208! q + �333 + 982! q �. 22!

2232 � �168 + 1103! p + �51 + 333! p ~ �. 23!

Figure 3.9 summarizes the results of several researchers

in correlating sound velocity with porosity. Et is seen that

for n = 0.4 to 0.8, the prediction curves from Shumway, Wood,

Akal, Morgan and Hamilton  H! agree very well with each other.

Figure 3.9 can be used as a reference or design curve. Field

values of relative sound velocity can be used with the figure

to obtain the corresponding value of porosity, the 90%, confidence

limits, and correlation results from other predictor equations

can be checked against Figure 3.9 for compatibility.
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3.2.2 Acoustic Impedanc

The acoustic impedance is the energy change  loss! when

sound. propagates from one medium into a different medium in

continuous reflection profiling records.. The impedance

difference between two sediment layers or at a discontinuity

 such as faults and sl ips! produces a distinguishing image on

the time-plot and therefore reveals the exact location of the

sediment facies or discontinuities.

The acoustic impedance 2 is defined as the product of

the bulk density p and the acoustic velocity v.

�. 24!

Therefore, if we know the correlation between v and q  equations

�.18! to �.22!!, and between p and n  equations �.1! to �,5!,

we can deduce the correlation between z and

Buchan et al �972! measured the acoustic impedance for

samples of different porosities. Figure 3.10 shows his results.

The correlation is very good. Equations �.25! and �.26! are

the regression equations.

sec 3 4.345 � 0.0294n
cm

�.25!

-0.251 + 1.666p �.26!

The correlation coef f icients for these eguations are 0. 979 and

0.990 respectively indicating very good correlations'
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3.2.3 Reflectivity and Porosity

The reflectivity or reflection coefficient for normal

incidence and reflection is defined as

2 1
R Z2 + Zl �. 27!

where Z2 = acoustic impedance in medium 2

Z = acoustic impedance in medium 1
1

Since the acoustic impedance and porosity have been shown by

Buchan to correlate fairly well with each other, it is expected

from equation �.27!, that the reflectivity and porosity will

also correlate well with each other. Akal �972! measured the

reflectivity for samples of sediments with different porosities

and showed that a strong correlation exists between reflectivity

and porosity as was expected. Figure 3.11 shows the plot of

reflection coefficient vs. porosity. The linear regression line

seems to fit the data points very well. The regression

equation is

�.28!R = 0. 589 � 0 5971

The standard deviation associated with equation �.28! is 0.025.

Other researchers have also produced regression equations

correlating reflectivity and porosity. These equations are

given below:
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Author

3.2.4 Attenuation and Ph sical Pro erties

The energy loss as sound waves propagated through a medium

is of two types; spherical spreading loss and attenuation loss.

The attenuation loss is proportional to e ~ where L is the

signal path length and a is the attenuation coefficient.

Buchan et al �972! related the attenuation coefficient a

to the wave frequency f

�. 34!

where it is a constant and nial. Using equation �.34!, Hamilton

�974! proposed the following steps for predicting the attenua-

tion coefficient

1 Determine or predict the mean grain size or

porosity of the sediment.

2 Enter the mean grain size or porosity vs k

diagrams  Figures 3.l2 and 3.13!

3 Determine a value of k and use this value

in equation 35 to obtain a.

Hamilton et al �956!

Sutton et al �957!

Shumway  l960!

Morgan �964!

Faas �969!

0 ' 6727

0 ' 6636

0.6196

0.6634

0.6468

0.6961'

0.6478@

0.6277'

0.6749@

0.6456@

�. 29!

�. 3O!

�. 31!

�.32!

�.33!



Buchan obtains good correlations of attenuation coefficient

with the sand fraction v and the graphic mean diameter N>

 in phi units!. The regression equations are given below

a = 0.992 � 18.079' �.35!

16.002 � 1.534 N~ �. 36!

3.3 Conclusion

The porosity of a marine sediment correlates with both

geotechnical and acoustical properties. This parameter can be

estimated, using regression equations discussed above, once the

sound velocity, acoustic impedance or reflectivity of the marine

sediments are known. The estimated value for porosity can then

be used to make rough estimates of engineering properties such

as bulk modulus, poisson's ratio and shear modulus.

Equations �.35! and �.36! have correlation coefficients of

0.90l and 0.895 respectively.

Figures 3.l2 and 3.13 indicate that there is na direct

correlation between 0 and n or between k and Ã>, therefore

indicating no direct correlation between attenuation and porosity

or mean grain size. Figure 3.14 is a plot of > vs M forz

wave frequency f = 30kHz. This figure shows the range of

experimental results of Shumway, insitu experimental results

and sediment model results. Equation �.36! will give an

accepted value of a for a certain range of sediment mean

diameter  shown in figure 3.14 as the sediment model results!.
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Sound velocity and reflectivity can be determined fairly

accurately from acoustic records. The reflectivity is obtained

by taking the amplitude ratio of the return signal to the

source signal while the velocity can be measured accurately

using the CDP method. The correlations of porosity with sound

velocity and with reflectivity is quite good. Therefore, it is

recommended that in predicting the porosity of marine sediments,

the relationships between porosity and sound velocity  equations

�.l5! to �.23! or between porosity and reflectivity  equations

�.27! to �.33! should be used.

Thus knowing the acoustic properties of a marine sediment,

we can arrive at preliminary estimates of the strength and

load-bea'ring properties of a material. These estimates, however

should not be used as design parameters for construction of

offshore structures but as indicators of where more detailed

investigations for siting purposes should be concentrated.
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4. Other Sub-bottom Information from Acoustic Prof ilin
Records

This chapter discusses other geological information that

can be inferred from an acoustic profiling record, Section

4.1 examines the use of acoustic information in the recogni-

tion of depositional sequences and unconformities. Section

4.2 discusses the correlation of acoustic characteristics

with some lithologic and. physical characteristics of sediments,

and Section 4.3 examines how acoustic records can be used to

complement borehole data in refining sub-bottom information.

4.1 Reco nition of Geolo ical De ositional Se uences and

Unconformities from Acoustic Records

When an acoustic wave propagates through an interface

between materials of different. acoustic impedance, the path

of travel of the wave is deflected from its original path

and some of the wave energy is reflected. This change in

reflection characteristic is recorded in acoustic logs as

distinct seismic events.

These seismic events can be used to distinguish two types

of geological structures, i.e. strata surfaces and unconfor-

mities. The two media that form at the interface of a stratum

surface or an unconformity surface, have different consolidation

ages. The older medium will have a higher density. This

change in density across the interface results in an impedance

change as the acoustic waz~e propagates through the interface

Within these types of geological structures, four basic
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reflection termination patterns can be recognized from the

seismic section, i.e. onlap, downlap, toplap and erosional

truncation  Ramsayer, 1979!. Figure 4.1 shows the basic

reflection termination patterns while Fig. 4.2 shows the

stratigraphic and chronostratigraphic relationships.

Onlap occurs when a horizontal stratum laps out against

an inclined surface. Figure 4.2 shows an onlapping pattern

where successively younger strata  A,B,C,D! lap out against

the nondepositional older strata. This type of pattern is

common in marine environments. Downlap results when an inclined

stratum terminates downdip against a horizontal or inclined

surface. Figure 4.2 shows that both onlap and downlap have

similar chronostratigraphic relationships. Toplap occurs

when an inclined stratum terminates against an overlying

surface. This termination pattern is common in marine environ-

ments. An erosional truncation is formed when a stratum is

terminated as a result of erosion.

Using the discordant reflection termination patterns in

Fig. 4.1, unconformity surfaces can be recognized on a seismic

section and can be extrapolated into areas where the reflectors

become concordant because of strata conformity. Major shifts

and changes in deposition can then be recognized and deposi-

tional sequences defined.
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4.2 Correlation of Acoustic Characteristics with Some Litho-
logic and Physical Characteristics of Sediments

Reflection T e Characteristics

Distinct and sharp bottom echo with

numerous parallel sub-bottom reflectors

continuous for tens of kms. Depth of

penetration of sound energy varies from

25 m to 70 m.

Type I

This type is most widespread. It consists

of distinct and sharp bottom echos with

Type II

Self and Mahmood  l978! presented a survey of the Alaskan

Kodiak Shelf in Fig. 4.3 to illustrate the applicability of

acoustic profiles in identifying instability in the sea

bottom . Table 4.l is a summary of the soil and rock units

and their qualitative acoustic characteristics as observed by

Self and Nahmood.

Addy, Behren and Haines  l979! obtained 3800 km of 3.5

kHz reflection profiles and 77 piston core samples from 25,000

square km of the upper continental shelf off Panama City,

Florida. They classified the acoustic profiles into eight

reflection types  Fig. 4.4!. Type I to Type V consist of

distinct reflections, while Type VI to Type VII are of indistinct

reflections. The descriptions of these various reflection

types are given below:



C!SRACTFRTST[CS Og BQI RRSOL'JSZOI CROPVFSICAl. RECORDSccÃRRAL Dgscgfprlog 0F sgn?!tQITs

Passible elide or turb?4ity currant deposics ftulmocky upper surface; no internal bedding: locscad ac
base of fairly steep slope.

yfdgrstfnge dusternsry ega sen4 and gravel  'f!
4epoatts

modulating, dune-shaped. at tipplc4 upper eutfsce; faint
or ao istarnal reflectors  coarse-grained?!; poor arouse/c
peaatration; apparent localiced nigratlon indicated oa
duplicate lines,

Snootb upper surface; lnterusl reflectors vary iron
streag to ieioc, geuatal parallel  sarlna deposirs.!;
fair acouscic peoetretios.

ffsconso3.idatad, Quaternary age, very esudy,
~ lite ot slays; silty or clayey sauna

Ssoocb upper surface; aCtong snd numroua parenal
internal reflectors  narine deposit!. good ecouecic
penetration   ine-Stained and soft. !; varierioae ia
thickness ere ,enarally gradual.

Unconsolidated, ?!uatarnary age. sandy slits
or clays uitb o casionai sand layers

Oppar Surface varfea fees esoorb to irregular; stat tered
internal ref lee ters; channelling and g budding comus;
poor acoustic penetration  coarse-grained?!; very
irregular unconfornity fcr a lover surface; abrupt
lateral vsriaticcs is thickness: ovarlias Tertiary
deposits.

I!nconsolidsted, Quaternary sge, glacial or
glacio-fluvial send sn4 gravel deposits
aCth occasional clay layers

Angular uncocfornity fores irregular upper surface;
strong to fafnt internal reflectors; eoderate structural
dafornatioa eoaeon; Esultlng and fracturing c in
places.

Herd/very dense, tertiary age bedrock

su mary of soil & rock units observed & their
qualitative acoustic characteristics  self & Mahmo od 1978!.

Table 4.1

frfor tap tteo acterc of corcg.

eachTable 4.2 Average physical properties of sediff!ents in eac
reflection type Addy, Behren & Haines 1979!
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numerous draping sub-bottom reflectors

looking like broad hyperbolas. Depth of

penetration similar to Type I.

Characterized by acoustically transparent

zones, mixed with Type I reflections.

Shown presence of subsurface faults,

uplifted blocks and depressions.

Type III

Distinct and sharp bottom echos with fewer

sub-bottom reflectors. Most areas with

this reflection type have an acoustically

transparent zone above the deepest visible

reflector. Depth of penetration is 15 m

to 35 m.

Type IV

Distinct sharp bottom echos with no

apparent sub-bottom reflectors.

Type V

Type VI

Indistinct, semi-prolonged initial bottom

echos with 'mushy' or intermittent

sub-bottoms, alternate occasionally with

Type VII

Indistinct and semi-prolonged initial bottom

echo with faint sub-bottoms. Semi-prolonged

image due to a continuous and fuzzy echo

from the surface to depth of about 12 m.

Depth of penetration is about 15 m to 25 m.



prolonged bottom echos with no sub-bottom.

Indistinct, prolonged, bottom echo with

no sub-bottom. All sound energy is

reflected from upper few meters of the

sediments

Type VIII

Type I sediments consist primarily of terrigenous clay

 lutite! laminated with carbonate, Foraminiferal sand parallels

carbonate content, varying from l% to 11% in carbonate rich

layers Differences between Types I, Il and III are mainly

due to morphological differences on the ocean floor.

Type IV reflections are associated with foraminiferal

silty clay. Most samples collected for this type are nearly

completely homogeneous in structure. Sediments consist mainly

of terrigenous clay with carbonate content of about 10%.

Type VI sediments consist chiefly of carbonate silt, with

considerable carbonate sand and clay. 10 cm to 70 cm thick

beds of fine to coarse, muddy shells are present.

Type VII a! have sediments of muddy, calcareous sands

corresponding to fine sand or coarse silt. Type VII b!

sediments are medium to fine sand, usually of quartzose, with

less than 25% carbonate present. Type VII c! sediments are

gravelly, coarse sand, made from mainly algal debris with

some shell and minor quartz.

Type VIII sediments are gravelly, coarse to medium algal
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sand with secondary amounts of shell and foraminiferal.

Tables 4.2 to 4.4 give the physical and acoustic

properties of various reflection types, as measured in the

laboratory.

Using either method discussed above, the type and

characteristics of sub-bottom sed.iments can be estimated from

acoustic records. The reflection type method of Addy et al.

is probably the better method because visual distinction of

reflection type is usually more accurate than obtainable from

word descriptions of acoustic characteristics. From Table

4.2 one can obtain estimates of important physical properties

of the various reflection types illustrated in Fig. 4.4.

4.3 Extra olation of Boreholes with Acoustic Data

Borehole measurements are capable of defining earth

strata precisely. However, boreholes are usually so sparsely

spaced horizontally that it is very difficult to identify

layers from one well site to the next.

Acoustical methods sample the earth relatively well

horizontally but vertical resolution is limited by the band-

width of the received acoustic signal. Widness  l973!

ascribed this maximum bandwidth to be one-eight cycle of the

dominant frequency. In practice, because of noise and other

environmental factors, such resolution is rarely achieved.

However, the seismic response is sensitive to lateral change

even below the Nidness limit.
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Vv, as sno ae sre corpreetiooel ueee ueloc it fee
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caluam ond in the hor ton vote r.

Rp reflection «oef ficienc es deceruxned fran porc-
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Table 4 3 Reflection coefficient K bottom losses at normal

incidence in areas of various reflection types.

Sttenustian in dB/n tor Che upper 2 n of sedinent her seer
calculated frau eupirtcef relationships hetveen sctenuet con
end uesn prsin site. snd attenuation sna sess sorositc

Table 4.4 Attenuation of compressional waves in the sediments
of areas of various reflection types.
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Combination of acoustic data and borehole data is

attractive because of their complementary nature. Acoustic

data act as transfer functions for the borehole logs in

evaluating lateral change between adjacent boreholes. The

acoustic trace corresponding to the borehole location is the

pilot signal. Seismic responses to the same layers away from

the borehole are compared with the pilot signal by statistical

methods such as least squares, pattern recognition, maximum

entropy, etc. The borehole data are extrapolated along the

seismic section with the seismic data determining the

applicability of the logs at each location.

Figure 4.5 shows the soil conditions as obtained with

acoustical profiling at a site in the Gulf of Alaska. Table

4 5 shows the corresponding borehole profile. The double

reflections at the sea floor and at 25 ft penetration are

due to the source signature and are not geologic in nature.

The boundary at 25 ft is marked by large amplitude reflection

as would be expected from the lower porosity and higher

density in the gravel as compared to the soft clay above it.

The gravel-sandy clay interface at 37 ft penetration is more

difficult to discern. It is recognized because it marks an

unconformity with the Yakataga Formation near the left hand

edge of the figure.

Figure 4.6 gives the acoustical profile at a Gulf of

Mexico site. Table 4.6 shows the borehole profile. The silt

and clay seams within the upper sand layer probably account
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Mexico Site.
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for the numerous horizontal reflections, while those areas

with an apparent lack of reflections  below 150 ft! probably

represent zones o f homogeneous f ine sand. The f ine sand-sti f f

clay boundary at 132 ft is clearly discernable as an interface

of large amplitude reflections. The presence of gas in the

clay increases the acoustic contrast across this interface.
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5. Ma in Prom Parallel Traverse Lines

5.1 Introduction

The ability to obtain a complete picture of the sub-

surface is useful to the geologist, engineer and policy-maker.

The geologist needs this information to understand geological

processes and to determine mineral potential. The engineer

needs this information to determine foundation strength and

to predict the behavior of site formations under changing

loads. The policy-maker needs this information to make

decisions regarding land use and mineral leasing.

Generally, a complete picture of the subsurface is

economically unobtainable. Such a picture requires massive

data collection which is time-consuming, technology-constrained

and expensive. As a result, subsurface maps are created

from a limited data, and considerable effort has gone into the

development of mapping techniques. These include among many

others, nearest neighbor analysis, trend surface analysis and

fourier analysis.

Probability theory and statistics are used in the present

study to evaluate the accuracy of maps produced from point or

line data. The term "mapping error" will be taken to mean

the percent of the map area misclassified. Since in practice

the true distribution of materials in the subsurface is gener-

ally unknown, surface maps of geological features have been

used to generate data, and various mapping methods -- or



algorithms -- used to reconstruct an estimated map. The

estimated map is then compared to the original map, and the

mapping error is calculated. An analysis of the mapping error

serves both to indicate the accuracy of various mapping tech-

niques and also the gains of accuracy with increased sampling

effort.

In this study the sample data consist of parallel lines

simulating acoustic traverses on a horizontal plane. The

spacing between lines is varied  thereby changing the number

of known lines over the map region! to determine the variations

in the estimated maps with changing spacings. Increasing the

number of known lines over the entire region increases the

accuracy of the estimated map. However the marginal value

of each extra line decreases with increasing data. To make

rational decisions regarding investments in data collection,

it is necessary to quantify the error expected to arise from

given amounts and patterns of data, and to estimate the

reduction of error with the addition of more data' The

relationship between mapping accuracy and degree of control

is illustrated in Fig. 5.l  Dahlberg, l975!.

The maps investigated in this study are taken to comprise

two mutually exclusive and cumulatively exhaustic regions

 i.e. 2-color maps!. Examples of such maps are soil and

geologic maps. Although the predicted map quality can be

enhanced by augmenting the data base with geological theory,

the examination here considers only spatial information. The
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influences of geological theory on map construction is

clearly shown by Figs. 5.2 a! and 5.2 b!, which have been

reconstructed from the same data base using differing

concepts of geological processes  Harrison, 1963!.

This study first examines the prediction of map classi-

fications at points of various distances from a known line

and between two known lines. Using these results, a technique

is developed to optimally contour a map from point or line

data. Section 5.2 examines certain aspects of mapping theory,

and presents previous results from Nucci �979!, based on

discrete point data. Section 5.3 describes the mathematic model

used to map from profile lines. Section 5.4 gives results of

the applications.

5.2 Na in Prom Discrete Points

Recent statistical and probabilistic analyses of map

reconstruction from observed point data are discussed below.

Subsection 5.2.1 examines mapping theory while Subsection

5.2.2 presents results of mapping from discrete points.

5.2.1 Ma in Theor

In geological mapping a generalized pattern is typically

reconstructed from sample data by freehand or by the "nearest

neighbor  NN! rule". The NN rule assigns an unobserved point

to the same class as the nearest observed point. The accuracy

of this reconstructed map is indicated by the value of the

misclassification error, i.e. the ratio of the area misclassi-
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probability function P.. r!, indicating the
ij

probability of S2 being of a different class

than Si for any distance r.

The expected error is then given by Switzer �967!:

Expected Error = P.[l-n P.. ~s~!] ds3. ii
[5.lj

where P. is the spatial frequency of class i;
3.

n is the number of observations;

S is the distance between any sample point and its
nearest observation point;

ds is the areal size of each sampling location;

P., is the probability of a point at distance r from
3 i an observation point of class i, is of class i

Points close to an observation point are likely to be of

the same class as the observation point. As the spacing

increases, the probability of an arbitrary point being of

the same class i as the observation point decreases to the

fied to the total map area. Obviously the smaller the mis-

classification error, the more accurate the predicted map.

Two assumptions are made in estimating errors associated

with the nearest neighbor rule:

 l! For all points in the mapped area, the

probability of the observed point being of

class i is the underlying spatial frequency of

class i in the true map.

�! For all pairs of points, Sq and S2, with a

given distance between them, there is a definite
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frequency P. ~ Therefore
3.

Pii�! = 1.0 �. 2!

P.. r!=P.asr~m
ii i

�. 3!

Switzer �967! suggested that a decay term of the form e

where y is the decay parameter, can be used to model this

decay. The decay function is then described as,

p..  r! = P. + �-P.! e
11 l l

�.4!

This decay function, if interpreted in light of discrete

random field theory, impies an exponential autocovariance

function. For a two color map of major class i and minor

class j, and with areas A. and A. respectively, the spatial
j 3

frequency is denoted as the percentage of the total area

occupied by each class, i.e.,

P. = A./A
j i

�.5!

P. = A./A
j 3

p. + P. = 1.0
j 3

�. 6!

�.7!

�.8!P. > P.
i

Equation �. 4! suggests that as the distance r between an

unknown point and an observation point increases, the proba-

bility of the unknown point being of the same class i as the

observation point decreases from 1.0 for r = 0 to P. for1

large r, obtaining equations �. 2! and �. 3! . Other variations



of equation �.4! are

P..  r! = P. �-e ! �. 9!

P..  r! = P. �-e !
71 i

�. 10!

P,. r! = P. + � P ! e
77 7 7

�.11!

where P.. r! is the probability of a point at distance r
ij

from an observation point of class i, is of class j. Figure

5.3 shows the characteristics of decay functions, equations

�.4!, �. 9!, �.10! and �.11! . Note that P.. and P , P,.
ii 7i 77

and P., are non-intersecting functions, while P.. and P..
i7 77 73

intersect at r = r and probability = 0.5. For distances
C

greater than r , the probability of the unknown point being
C

of the major class is greater than the probability of it

being of the minor class.

Decay parameters are influenced by size and general

shape of the map pattern. Smaller individual bodies and

uneven shape increase the value of this parameter, Two

methods, direct and indirect, can be used to obtain an

estimated value of y. The direct method uses a finite number

of data points and requires knowledge of the true map. The

ind.irect method does not require a knowledge of the true map.

The direct method involves selecting sampling points

on the map and drawing a series of concentrate circles about

each point  Baecher, 1972, Fig. 5.4!. For each circle, the
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percentage of the circumference which intersects class i,

is determined and a set of frequency distribution compiled

for each radius r of the circles. Figure 5.5 shows a sample

plot of frequency distribution against radius r. The value

of y can then be determined from equation �.9!. Similar

plots can be made of P,. r!, P.. r! and P.. r! and the best
11

value of y can be obtained by regression.

The indirect method is based on statistical estima-

tion using the finite number of observed data points. This

is discussed by Nucci �979!.

5. 2. 2 Ma in from Discrete Points � Results  Nucci, 1979!

Nucci �979! reconstructed maps from a number of geological

regions using the nearest neighbor algorithm. Results from

three of these maps are presented below. In Section 5.4,

these results are compared to maps reconstructed using a new

mapping technique  discussed in Section 5.3!. These maps

are:

Map 1  Map 2 in Nucci!: Engineering Geology of the

Katalla Area, Alaska USGS Map I-308;

Map 2  Map 3 in Nucci!: Geology of the Bridgewater

Quadrangle, Mass. USGS Map GQ-127;

Map 3  Map 6 in Nucci!: Pre-Quaternary Geology of the

Brown's Mill Quadrangle, NJ, USGS Map GQ-264.

These maps were chosen because the regions are approximately

of isotropic shape, so as to avoid any major trends. The
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Rap 1; showing lines 0-0, l � l, 2-2, 3-3, 4-4, 5-5 & 6 � 6,
spaced at 1/6 unit apart. 0 = l5. l5, p =0.46



Figure 5.7 Map 2, y = 12.41.
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Figure 5 8 Map 3, y = 8. 88,
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Estimated Map 1 for 10 x 10 gridded
observations, Error = 13.6%.
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Estimated Map 1, 100 random observations,
Error = 15.4'4.
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Figure 5.11 Estimated 1'lap 2, 10 x 10 gridded
observations, Error = 20.0%.



Estimated Nap 2, 100 random observations,
Error 17.8%.
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Estimated Map 3, 10 x 10 gridded
observations, Error = 11.1%.
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Estimated Map 3, 100 random observations,
Error = 9.0%.



decay parameters were determined using the direct method to

be
90% Conf idence LimitsDeca Parameter

+ 4.8415.15

12.41

8.88

Map 1

Map 2

Map 3

+ 2.70

+ 1.06

Map 1, Map 2 and Map 3, and their spatial frequencies and

decay parameters are shown in Figures 5.6 to S.S respectively.

The reconstructed maps were derived from discrete random

points and from points arranged in a square grid.

The results of these analyses are presented in Figures

5.9 to 5.14 for 100 random observation points and for 10 x 10

gridded observations. Only results from the 100 observations

and 10 x 10 gridded points are presented because these form

the largest size of Nucci's analyses and are also the most

accurate.

5.3 The Mathematical Model

This section describes the derivation of the mathematical

model for predicting states of unobserved location between

two parallel profile lines. Subsection 5.3.1 describes the

notation, subsection 5.3.2 describes the basic equations used

in this derivation, subsection 5.3.3 describes the derivation

of the model and subsection S.3.4 presents the computer program

describing the model.



5. 3. 1 Notation

xq. is the event of x> being of state i, x~. is the event of
3. 3

xi being of state j. Similar definitions are made for x~

and x3.

5.3.2 Basic Z uations

Two pints  xi, x~!

Of the spatial frequency of region i is P, and the points

x, and x~ are distributed in a Poisson manner, then the

assumed prior probability is

�.12!

�-13!P x>.! = q = 1-P
j

The probability that a point, say x~ is of state i, given

that x> is of state i is given by

P xz./x>.! = P + qe

where ri> is the linear distance of x~ from x~ on the map.

The probability o f x, and x ~ being both of state i i s th.en

determined,

P x~.,x2,! = P x,.! P xq./x~.! = P P+q e !
-'Yr > z

1 j. j 3
�.14!

p~r>~
P  P+q e z ! �.15!or

where

A two color map of isotropic regions i and j is assumed,

with xq, x, and x3 three arbitrary points on the map. Event
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Similarly,

P xi ~ ~ xz.! = P xi.! P xz./xs.!
i i

= P[l-P x2./x>.!]
1 1

par>2

Pq l � e m ! �. 16!

P xy,,x2.! = Pq l � e ' !
1 1T

�. 17!

P  xz .,x> .! = q q + Pe
j 3 1T

�.18!

Three Points  x

A triangle with vertices at x,, x2 and x3, lengths r »,

r> and r>, is considered, as indicated below

r* is the mean apparent diameter  i.e. mean 3.-D projection!

o f the triangle and can be def ined as a par ticular case o f

Minkowski's formula in the plane  Matheron, l97l, page 42!,

i.e.

 r > + r> + r~2!/vr �.19!

as

The probability that all three points  x q, x z, x 3! belong to

the same class is derived by Veneziano  personal communication!
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Pr*
P X>.,X~.,x~.! = P +  P-3p +2P ! e

1 3. 3.
pzr

+  P~-P ~! $' e �. 20!

P xq.,x>,,x,,! = q +  q-3q + 2q ! e
3 2 Pr*

j j 3

rl r2 r12 P2r
e+  q -q'! �.21!

5.3.3 Model Derivation

Using equations �.12! to �.21! derived above, the

basic elements of the model can be established. In acoustic

mapping we are given acoustic profile lines of finite length.

These lines are usually parallel to each other and provide

only a 1-dimensional vertical profile of the subsurface. In

this derivation, the profile line is taken to consist of

numerous equal segments and traces of regions i and j occur

on the line  see figure below!. The point y is

unknown and the model attempts to determine the state  region!

of y given one profile line and then given two profile lines,

one on either side of y.

Bayesian theory forms the structure of this model, i.e.

the purpose is to determine the posterior probability of the
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point y being of state i or of state j. The posterior

probability of y is given by

P y ! p «ta/y !
p [y./data  i.e. line! !� �.22!

P  data!

L xgpxz/0 .x /y,!
n i

1 3

where L data/y. ! is the likelihood function of the line given

that y is of state i

P' y.! = P y./data! i.e. posterior probability of y.i
P'  y.! = P  y./data! i.e. posterior probability of y.

j 3

P  y.! and P  y,! are the prior probabilities of states
3

i and j, which is the spatial frequency of i and j on the

The unknown factor in Equation �. 23! is the likelihood

function which will be derived below.

L  data/y, ! = P  xi/xz, ..., x,y. ! P  xz/x q,...,x,y. !1 n' i n i

...P  x /y. ! �.25!

To solve the term P  x >/x z,..., x, y. ! and other similar terms
n i

the segments that compose the known line are assumed to exhibit

Narkov dependence. This is a major assumption and provides

P y. !
or P y./x>,xz, -x !

p  y. ! L  x >,

known line  s!, P  y. ! = l � P  y.! .
i j

...x /y.!+P  y. ! L x~,...x /y. !
n i j n j

�.23!

�.24!
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a solution of equation �.25! although it approximates the

solution a great deal. Hence

L  data/y. ! P  x y/x,,y. ! P  X 2/x 3 ! .. ~

�. 26!P x /x,y.! P x /y,!

L data/y,! = P  xz/x~,y.! P  x,/x,,y.! ~ ~-' j

P  x /x,y.! P  x /y. !n-1 n' j n j
�.27!

or in logarithm form,

Log[L data/y,!] = Log P x,/x�y.!] + Log[P x.,/x �y.!] + ....

Log[P x /y,!] �.28!
n i

Log L data/y.! ] = Log [P  x,/x2.p.! 1 + Log[P  x,/x,,y,! ] +....
j

Log [P  x /y.! j �. 29!
n

To solve equations �. 28! and �. 29!, the eight conditions

illustrated below have to be considered.

States
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P "ki/"k+1"y,' �. 30!

P x ./x i,y.!
kj k+1 i

P  x ./x x,y. !

P  x ./x i,y. !

P  x ./x j.y.!

� ' 31!

�. 32!

�.33!

�.34!

P x ./xk j,y.!

P  xk./xk 1 j g y . !

p  Xk./x! ~ljiy !

�.35!

�.36!

�.37!

For computation simplicity, allow k=1, k+1 = 2, then

E uation �.30!
P xl ~ x2 icy-!

3. 1, l.
P  / .y! = p , y!

i i

E uation �. 20!

P 2'
P P+q e vr !

E uation �. 31!

P  x i,/x 2 ., y. ! = 1 � equation �. 30!j i' i

E uation 5.32!
P xl . gx2.

  ~ /x2. iy.!
i j

! P xi. x
Q2Z1.

pq� � e 7t !

where P  x i ., x2 ., y, ! = P  y,/x > i, x 2 ~ ! P  x > ., x2 ~ !
3 3 i l.

Therefore the following set of equations will have to be solved,
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 xl ~ zx2 ~ i Y ~ !
l

l. 1 1
P x]. gxp.!

P  x! ~ xq ! 1 I
1 1

P x! .,X~.! � P x! ..X>.,y.!
1 l. i i 1

�. l5! � �. 20!

E uation �. 33!

P  x! ./Xp.,y.! = l � �.32!
7 1 7

E uation �.34!

P  xl ~ x2 ~ Y- !
1 7 1P  x! ./x~ ..Y. !

1 7 1
� p 2'

pq l � e v !

[1 � P  x>./x! .,y. ! 1 P  x> .,y. !
1 1 1 1

P x!. y.! � P x! xg y !
i 1 1 i

P p + q e ' ! � �.20!

E uation �. 35!

P  x! ./xz ..y. ! = l � � ~ 34!j j' i

E uation �.37!

P X!,,x
�, 2l!

P  x! /x~ ~ Y !
7 7 7 p29' g

q q+p e
P  X,., Y.!

where P x!.,x~.,y.! = P x~./x! .y ! P x! r Y !1 j' i j 1 1 1 1
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E uation �.36!

P x>./x2.,y.! = 1 � �.37!
j j

5.3.4 The Com uter Model

The acoustic profiling line is divided into 66 segments

 the choice of 66 is for programming convenience!. Initially

the reliability of estimating the state of the point y,

given only one line, is examined, then in a modified program,

the case of two known lines is studied. The line s! and

the map have unit dimensions. For states i and j, the

identifications l and 0 have been substituted.

Definitions

GA~ = Y = 2p/~

S is the distance perpendicular to line, over which

the model is to be extrapolated;

TL is the length of the known line  i.e. = 1 unit!;

P is the prior probability of state 1;

[M I!, I = l, 66] denotes the states of the 66 segments

along the line. If M I! =1, then the segment J is of state

l; if M J! = 0, then the segment I is of state O.

 x,y! denotes the unknown point;

x is the distance parallel to line, y is the distance

perpendicular to the line  see Fig. 5.15!.
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Figure 5.15 Dimensions in model def inition.
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T I!/2 is the distance along the line from the origin

�,0! to the mid point of the Ith segment, i.e.

T  I! /2 =  I � 1/2! TL/66

R I! is the distance of the unknown point from the Ith

segment of the line, i.e.

R I! = l x I! � T I!/2! + y J! '

Al = [R I-1! + R�! + T l! ]/m

A2 = exp -p2R I-1! /7r!

A3 = exp  -P2R I! />!

A4 = exp  -p2T l!/'rr!

p + �-3p+2p ! exp   � pAl! +  p-p !  A2 + A3 + A4!

B = p+ q A3!

C = p+ g A4!

D = p + q A2!

q +  l-3q + 2q ! exp  -pg~ ! +  g-q'!  A2 + A3 +

F = q + p A3!

FYl is the term 2  xk/x~ 1 I yl!k+1'

FYO is the term P  x /x l,y !0
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FI OWCHART

Read [M  I!, I = 1, 66!, Y, S, TL, P
Calculate [T  I!, I = 1, 66!, A4 and C

Generate a value each of x and y

Initialize LLIKEI = 0, LLIKEO = 0

~
Calculate [R I!, I � 1, 66]

J
Calculate A2, Al, A3, A,B,D,E,F

i
Check states of M I-1! and M I!,
then calculate corresponding FYl, FYO
Calculate LLIKEl = LLIKEl + Log  FYl!

LLIKZO = LLIKZO + Log  FYO!

i
check the state of M�6!
If M�6! = 0, FO1 = q�-A3!

FOO = F

LLIKE1 = LLIKEl + Log  FO1!

LLIKEO = LLIKEO + Log  FOO!

If N�6! = 1, Fll = B
Flo = P l-A3!

LLIKEl = LLIKE1 + Log  Fll}

LLIKEO = LLIKEO + Log  F10!

Calculate Posterior Probabilities

PL data/y,!

P'  y,! PL  data/y. ! + qL  data/y . !
i 3

The program is written in Fortran IV and is given
in Appendix Al.
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If M I-1! = 1, M I! = 1, then FYl A/B, FYO =  C-A! j �-B!

If N I-1! = 0, M I! = 0, then FYl ~ 1- D-A!/�-B!, FYO = E/F

If M I-1! = 1, M I! = 0, then FYl

If M I-1! = 0, M I! = 1, then FYl

 D-A! j �-B!, FYO = 1-E /F

1-A/8, FYO = 1-  C-A! / �-B!

LLIKE 1 = Logarithm form of likelihood function for state 1.

LLIKE 0 = Logarithm form of likelihood function for state 0.

5.3.4 2 Two Lines

In this case, S is defined as the distance between the

two parallel lines in Fig. 5.15. The unknown point  x,y!

lies between these two lines. In estimating the posterior

probability of the point  x,y!, the likelihood functions,

equations �.28! and �.29!, are solved first for one line

and then for the other. The two likelihood functions  in

logarithmic form! are then summed to obtain the final likeli-

hood function. This involves a major assumption that the

two lines are independent and do not intersect, i.e.

L line 1, line 2/y.! = L line 1/y ~ ! L line 2/y,!

The program in Appendix Al is modified to account for this

change, and to allow two different data sets to be read. The

modified program is shown in Appendix A2.

5.4 Results

In this section, various experimental results of the

model are presented. Subsection 5.4.1 discusses the probability
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variation from a line; subsection 5.4.2, the probability

variation with varying decay parameter; subsection 5.4.3,

checking the applicability of the model< subsection 5.4.4,

the probability variation between two parallel lines; and

subsection 5.4.5 discusses the estimated maps.

5.4 1 Probabilit Variation from a Line

The line chosen for this analysis is line OP in Hap 4*,

Figure 5.16. This line was divided into 66 segments and

used with the model to estimate the posterior probabilities of

state 1  shaded region! away from the line. Figure 5 17

shows the probability variation for state 1 along a line

parallel to line OP and at increasing distance from OP  y is

the perpendicular distance from the line OP! Appendix D

tabulates these probabilities for various values of x

 distance parallel to OP! and y.

Et is seen that at close distances to the line OP,

there is significant variation in the estimated probabilities.

These variations quickly decay down to the spatial frequency

value at y = 0.4 or greater. The spatial frequency for state

1 used for this case is 0.3788  note that state 1 is the

minor state! and was estimated from lines OP, QR, ST and UV.

Figure 5.17 also indicates that at y = 0.2, the posterior

probability of  x,y! being of state 1 has already dropped

below 0.5  i.e. the extrapolation distance r is short!.
c

* Nap 4 shows the engineering geology of Southern California.
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0

vipuze 5 l6 Map 4; Engineering Geology of southern California, 7 = ll.76
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Figure 5.17 Probability distribution along lines parallel to line
OP in Map 4, Figure 5.15.



This shows a rapid decay. Therefore at y > 0.2, the predicted

state would have been state 0 throughout. A comparison with

Map 4  Fig. 5.16! shows that the model is ineffective in

mapping beyond the distance of y = 0.2

Figures 5 38 and 5 l9 show two different 3 D plots of

the probability variation away from line OP. The z-axis is

the probability axis, the x and y axes are as defined earlier
These plots indicate the rapid decay of the estimated posterior

probability of state 1 to the spatial frequency value.

Figures 5.20 to 5.26 show the probability variation for

lines 0-0, l-l, 2-2, 3-3, 4-4, 5-5 and 6-6 of Map 1  Fig. 5.6!.

The prior probability used here is 0.5 and y is 15.15. The
extrapolation distance for Map 1 is seen from figures 5.20

to 5.26 to be larger than for Map 4. This is because the

prior probability is larger for Map 1 than for Map 4. Also

by virtue of its larger decay parameter, the probability

variation of Nap 1 decays more rapidly to the prior probability

value than in Map 4, as can be seen from the Figures 5.20 to

5.27.

5.4.2 Probabilit Variation with Var in Deca Parameter

The decay parameter for Map 4 was reduced from the true

value of 11.76 to 7.64, 4.46 and 1.91  i.e. p was reduced from

18.47 to 12,7 and 3!. Figure 5.27 to 5.30 shows plots for

p = 18.47, 12,7 and 3 respectively.  Figure 5.27 is a repro-

duction of Fig. 5.17.!



Picture 5.18 3-D representation of probability variation from line Op,
Map 4.
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Figure 5.20 Probability variation from line 0-0, Nap l.
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Figure 5.21 Probability variation from line l � 1, Map 1.
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Figure 5. 25 Probability variation from line 5-5, Map l.
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Figure 5. 26 Probability variation fran line 6 � 6, Nap l.
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Figure 5.27 Probability variation from line OP, Map 4. 5'=ll.76.
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Ran e where Posterior Probabilit > 0 ' 5

llew 76

7.64

4.46

1.91

O.l < r < 0.2
c

0.2 < r < 0.25
c

0.25< r < 0,3
c

0.4 < r < 0.5
c

It is seen that the extrapolation distance generally increases

with decreasing y.

The true decay parameter for Map 4 is smaller than far

Map 1 while the extrapolation distance is smaller in Map 4

than in Nap 1. This seems to contradict the finding above

that the smaller decay parameter should have the larger

extrapolation distance. However, the prior probability �.5!

assumed in Map 1 is larger than for Map 4  prior probability

0.3788! . It therefore appears that the choice of the prior

probability has a significant influence on the extrapolation

distance.

5.4.3 Checkin the A licabilit of the Model

The applicability of the model was checked by plotting

the estimated probability of state 1  horizontal axis! against

A small value of the decay parameter would signify

slow decay and the effect of line OP would extend over a

greater distance  i.e. a larger r , the extrapolation distance!
c

Figures 5.27 to 5.30 confirm this statement. The extrapola-

tion distance for various decay parameter values are tabulated

below:
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the actual frequency of state l. Maps 1,2 and 3 and their

corresponding decay parameters were used for this analysis.

The method is described below.
X X

s = 1/33, 2/33, 3/33

Ix
In the figure above, line x-x is the reference line.

The probability of state 1 is estimated at distance S from

x-x  i.e. along x'-x'! for every one of the 66 segments of

x'-x'  line x'-x' was divided into 66 segments!. The state

of each of these segments is noted and is correlated with the

estimated. probability of state 1 on each segment. The esti-

mated probabilities are then divided into ten equal ranges,

i.e. 0.0-0.1, 0.1-0.2, ..., 0.9-1.0, and the frequency of

actual occurrence of state 1 within each of these probability

ranges is calculated. The calculated actual frequency of

state 1 is then pLotted against the rnid-point of the probability

range. The ideal plot is when the actual frequency of state

1 equals the estimated probability of state 1, and is indicated

by a straight line through points �,0! and �,1! on the plot.

Figures 5.31 through 5.39 illustrate the results of

this analysis. These figures show a good correlation between

the experimental curve and the ideal curve, therefore indicating

the general applicability of the model. In Figures 5.34 to

5.39, the dashed curve is the experimental curve obtained for
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15.15 and the curve with the symbol H is the true

experimental curve obtained with the true y value  y = 12.4l

for Map 2, y = 8.88 for Map 3!. These figures show that the

dashed curve correlates well with the ideal curve, therefore

indicating t'hat the model seems to apply even when the value

of Y is changed from its actual value. The reason may be

that the probabilities were estimated for small values of

s s = 1/33, 2/33, 3/33! such that the change in Y has little

influence on the applicability of the model ~

5.4.4 Probabilit Variation between Two Parallel Lines

The program to estimate the probability of the region

between two known parallel lines is given in Appendix A2.

This is a simple variation of the program in Appendix Al ~

Figures 5.40 to 5.44 illustrate the probability curves

obtained along lines parallel to the profile lines. The pairs

of lines used to obtain Figures 5.40 to 5.44 are from Map 1

 Fig. 5.6! and are respectively �-0, 3-3!,  l-l, 4-4!,

�-2, 5-5!, �-3, 6-6! and �-0, 6-6! . Figures 5.40 to 5.43

show similar probability variation characteristics; large

variations are observed near either of the pair of lines  i.e.

at y = 0.05 and 0.45!, while at the center  y = 0.25!, the

curve smooths out. The lines in Fig. 5.44 are spaced one unit

apart. It is observed that at y = 0,5, the curve is a hori-

zontal line at the prior probability value, indicating that

the model is not. able to estimate the state of the region
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between two lines if the region is 0.5 unit or greater from

both the lines, and that at a distance close to one line, the

other line has no influence on the predicted probabilities

if the lines are spaced greater than or equal to 0.5 units

apart. In all cases the line closest to the point of interest,

will have the most influence on the predicted state of the

point.

A comparison of Figures 5.40 to 5 44 with Figures 5. 20

to 5. 26 shows that at near distances to either one of the

lines, the probability curve associated with single lines is

similar to the curve associated with line pairs. This indicates

that the model extrapolates well for single lines if the

region to be extrapolated is close to the line, i.e ~ one

need not have line pairs to achieve the same extrapolation

advantage.

5. 4. 5 M~as

Figures 5.45 to 5.53 give the estimated maps for Map 1,

Map 2 and Map 3, for three line-pair spacings  s = 1/3, 1/11,

1/6!. These maps are obtained by estimating the posterior

probability of 66 x 66 elements within the entire map and

drawing the Pj where the posterior probability exceeds 0.5.

The prior probability used in the model is obtained by

calculating the spatial frequency of state 1 on each of the

line-pairs, thus the 'prior' changes for every line-pair

considered. This involves the assumption that the region
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Figure 5.45 Estimated map for Map l, s=l/3



Figure 5.46 Estimated map for Map 1, s=l/6.



Figure 5.47 Estimated map for Nap l, s=l/ll.



Figure 5.48 Estimated nap for Map 2, s=l/3.
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Figure 5.49 Estimated map for Map 2, s=j./6.



Figure 5.50 Estimated map far Nap 2, s=l/ll.
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Figure 5. 51 Estimated map for leap 3, s=l/3.
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Figure 5. S2 Estimated map for Map 3, s=3./6.



3.47

Figure 5. 53 Estimated map for Map 3, s=l/11.
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D
Predicted Error = � Z �-P !

n max
�. 38!

where n = 66 x 67 = 4422

P = larger value of [P.,l-P.]
max i i

The table indicates:

l. The smoother the symmetry and the larger the regions on

the map, the smaller the actual error. Map 3 has the

smoothest and largest bodies and therefore has the smallest

predicted and actual errors. Map 2 has lots of small

bodies and most asymmetric configurations, hence the

largest actual and predicted errors.

enclosed by each line-pair is an exclusive block  with the

line-pair as the only known data! and is independent of

neighboring blocks

Comparison of Figures 5.45 to 5.53 with Nucci's estimated

maps shows that this model gives better refinement to the maps

and is more accurate  discussed with reference to misclassi-

fied area below!. The model produces lower errors where

small regions and uneven shapes are present..

Table 5.1 gives the predicted misclassification errors

and actual misclassification errors for all the estimated

maps. The predicted error is obtained by use of the following

equation:
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Table 5.l

Tabulation of Predicted Error and Actual
Misclassification Error for Figure 5.45 to 5.53
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3. The actual errors are generally small, most falling below

10%. The misclassification errors are mostly less than

that obtained by using discrete sampling points  Section

5.2! .

Figure 5. 54 shows a plot of actual error vs. predicted

error. The line Actual Error = Predicted Error forms a good

regression line for the plotted points.

The Actual Error was plotted against log  spacing! in

Figure 5.55. The figure shows that a linear relationship

existed  for the limited data! between log spacing and actual

error. The regression equations for the three lines are

�.39!

�.40!

�. 41!

Nap 1 Log  S! = 0.23 AE � 3.27
e

Nap 2 Log  S! = 0. 15 AE � 3. 78
e

Nap 3 Log  S! = 0 29 AE - 3.52
e

2. A smaller value of Y would be expected to yield smaller

misclassification errors. Table 5.1 shows, however, that

although Map 2 has a smaller y value than Map 1, its

misclassified area is actually larger. This is not

sufficient. to disqualify the value of small y because

the contradiction is probably due largely to Map 2 having

a very irregular configuration and lots of small bodies.
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Figure 5.54 Plot of actual error vs. predicted error.
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Figure 5 55 Plot of log  spacing! vs. actual error.
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Conclusion

Acoustic profiling is the most frequently used method

of obtaining information about the soil below the ocean

bottom because it is the least expensive technique, can cover

wide areas rapidly and is fairly reliable. To establish the

states of the region between profile lines, the conventional

method is by drilling boreholes. This operation is very

expensive and covers only limited area. The computer program

using the model allows the region to be mapped with reasonable

accuracy  as was shown in Section 5.4!, and the prospector

can then choose, by looking at the estimated map, regions in

which to drill boreholes or not to drill at all. The Govern-

ment can also use the model to estimate the mineral potential

of its offshore lands and to use this information to formu-

late development programs for its Outer Continental Shelf

Lands. These arguments therefore establish the economic

judgement that the model helps to achieve.

The model also helps to provide scientific judgement.

When used to map over a very wide area, scientists can use

the model to study the geological trend of the macro-region.

These studies can be used to support or to refute their

hypothesis of the geological form of the region.
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6. A Policy Analysis of the OCS Leasin

6.1 Introduction

The OCS  Outer Continental Shelf! is defined as those

portions of offshore lands beyond the three mile limit for

the majority of coastal states. It is estimated that more

than one third of the United States' oil resources available

for the future will most likely be discovered in the OCS regions.

This is important. since V.S. dependence on foreign oil is so

heavy that unreliable supply can create severe economic and

social disruption in our society.

Exploration involves two major steps, geophysical surveys

and exploratory drilling. In offshore land leasing, the

Department of Interior's Bureau of Land Nanagement specifies

areas for intended lease based on both industry and government

estimates of potential reserves and other factors. Then follows

a period of accelerated collection and analysis of geophysical

data from the specified region by both the United States Geo-

logical Survey and private companies to determine the best

prospects for drilling and the amounts of reserves expected.

Until the late 1970s, no exploratory drilling  which is the only

means of determining the certain existence of oil deposits!

was allowed. From the geophysical information, the value of

each tract offered was estimated and opened to the highest bidder

above this value.
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Up 'til the endof the 197qs the 1953 OCS Lands Act provided

wide authority to the Secretary of the Interior in regulating

OCS development activities. During the 1970s however, the

philosophy of this Act, which was based on the assumption that
there would be few future OCS activities, became obsolete

when faced with the burst of interest <caused by the Arab Oil

embargo of l973! in the OCS's oil resources. The Santa Barbara

oil spill of 1969 caused widespread ecological damage to the

Californian shores and the 1953 Act was not able to provide for

precautionary and cleanup measures. State authorities were

infuriated because they had no jurisdiction over and received

no revenues from OCS exploitation off their shores. The Santa

Barbara incident lit the fuse for 'nt nse lobbying by state

authorities, environmentalists and certain interest groups to

haveCongress review the law. The issues that called for changes

in the 1953 Act were the desire of state authorities to participate

in the decision-making process in OCS development activities off

their shores; the need to separate exploration from production

and to try different leasing strategies so that maximum public

return from OCS development could be obtainedg the need to have

precautionary and clean-up provisions in the Act in the event of
side effects from XS activitiesg and the general desire to

update the Act.

The pressures for reform cumulated in the passing of the

OCS Lands Act Amendments of 1978 and the signing into law by

President Carter the same year. This chapter will examine the
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leasing provisions of the OCSLAA, the strategies available to

the Interior Secretary ia formulating his OCS leasing policies

and the evaluation of these stratigies.

6.2 The Outer Continental Shelf Act Amendments �978!; Provisions

for Alternative Leasin S stems

The OCSLAA was signed into law on September 18, 1978, after

nearly four years of arduous effort by Congress to amend and

revitalize the OCSLA of 1953. Among the provisions of this

amended Act are

Section 201 a! defines lease as to not only lease for

exploration, development and production, but also to

allow a leasing system involving separate leases for

exploration and then for subsequent development and

production.

Section 8 b!�! specifies that any proposal to offer a

lease just for exploration, or just for development and

production or for exploration and partial development.

and production must be submitted to Congress which wouM

have thirty days to review the proposal. Congress, by

a joint resolution of disapproval, could then prohibit

issuance of such a lease.

Section 206 grants clear authority to the Interior

Secretary to authorize any type of exploration before

a lease sale, including private exploration, or public

exploration, directly or by contract.
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All the three sections of the OSCLAA �978! described

above are amendments to the OSCLA �953!. They represent a

recognition by Congress thatthe traditional method of leasing

OCS lands had been inadequate in achieving three basic objectives~

l. orderly and timely resource development

2. protection of the environment

3. receipt of a fair market value return for leased resources

amendments and an examination of the legislative

history of the OCSLAA �978! indicate that Congress expects

the Department of the Interior to look into new and efficient

ways of managing OCS resources;to experiment with new systems

of leasing OCS lands so that orderly and timely resources

development can be achieved; and to study the feasibility of

separating exploration from development so that more complete

information of a lease potential can be obtained before bidding

is opened for development of the lease area. With more complete

information on the potential of lease areas, the value of the

area can be more accurately assessed, thus assuming a fair market

value return for the leased resource. State and local authorities

whose jurisdiction are onshore of the lease prospects will be able

to plan more adequately for environmental and social impacts

of expected offshore oil development and production.

Prior to the Amendments, the amount of acreage  called a tract!

that is leased out to individual bidders was fixed at 5760 acres.

There is concern in Congress that this amount of acreage may lead
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to inefficient. exploration and development; and increased

administrative burden to both the government and potential

leasees. Section 205 of the Amendments eliminates the prior

absolute limitation of 5760 acres and provides that a lease

can cover any larger area that will make a reasonable economic

production unit, thus allowing whole structures oz geological

traps to be leased.

6.3 Choices of Ieasin S stems

This section examines the options available to the

Secretary of the Interior in formulating OCS leasing policies.

The options will be examined as a general choice model and

will be divided into three scales, namely macro, intermediate

and micro. The macro-option looks at the oil supply situation

as a whole, the intermediate option examines the choices for

leasing policies on OCS lands and the micro-option looks at

the methods in which leasing systems can be used in an optimum

manner. The last two options  i.e. intermediate and micro!

consider three basic questions.

l. Will the policies help achieve an orderly and

timely resource development of the OCS?

2. Is the public receiving an adequate return for

the potential resources being leased to the oil

firms?
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3. Are there safeguards to ensure that the expected

boom in offshore petroleum operations does not

cause environmental damage or have any adverse

impacts onadjacent coastal regions and communities?

Subsection 6.3.j considers the macro-option, subsection 6 3.2

the intermediate-option and subsection Q 3 3 the micro-option.

6.3.1 Macro-option Onshore
productio~

Domestic Production,
enhancement of near-term
production to lessen de~~ce
on petroleum imports
 Dept. of Interior! Offshore

production

Reliance on foreign oil,
protection of reserves for
future use
 other depts. incl. Interior!

1: Macro-option policy choice

Figure 6.1 illustrates a policy issue usually confronted
by the President of the United States, and several departments
in addition to Interior  for example, Commerce and State!.

The reliance on foreign oil option allows domestic reserves

to be protected for future use. This option is, however, not

socially desirable because it places the country in a national
security risk should the oil supply be cut off suddenly; it
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creates an unfavorable international balance of payments to

the United States; and it destroys incentive to search for

an alternative source of energy  example fusion energy and

solor energy! because if an alternative source of energy is

discovered, then the value of the domestic reserves will be

reduced and the initial decision to rely on foreign oil will

be a bad decision. The second option, enhanced domestic

production, will not create the three problems just mentioned.

The Domestic production is categorized into two divisions,

i.e. onshore production and offshore production. Onshore oil

resources of the United States have been well documented, and

it is expected that no more large oil fields, that will have

a significant effect at satisfying domestic demand, will be

discovered. Large oil fields are expected to be discovered

only on offshore lands and various estimates have indicated

that more than half of the United States,' existing oil re-

sources exist offshore on the continental shelf. However

offshore production presents a risky issue to the Interior

Department. The particular characteristics of offshore pro-

duction that create high potential risks are listed below.

l. Unlike onshore production, side effects  such as

spills and blow-outs! from offshore production are

carried by the waves to the coastal regions and can

cause widespread damage to the coastal ecology.

Rough sea conditions often make the control and

monitoring of these accidents more difficult
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than at onshore fields when spills and blowouts

are localized and can be closely monitored and

controlled.

2. Because of the difficult operating conditions,

high design uncertainties in ground and wave

conditions, and high cost of construction, off-

shore development often incurs much higher cost

than onshore development.

The central issue in offshore development is therefore

the availability of sufficient geological information of

offshore lease areas such that the surrounding uncertainties

of offshore development can be reduced. Subsection 6.3.2

shall consider various policy options for leasing offshore

lands, with the view that the best option should provide the

most amount of useful geological information prior to leasing

for development and production.
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6.3.2 Intermediates tion

Pursue Present Policy
 leasing of offshore
lands for exploration
and production! dual leasing system

Separation Policy:
Separation of ex-
ploration from pro-
duction  leasing for
exploration and/or
production! two-tier leasinq

Offshore program

Nix-option  various
other policy con-
figurations can be
considered. Beyond
scope of this dis-
cussion!

Figure 6e2 indicates two leasing policy options that the

Secretary can pursue in an offshore exploitation program, i.e.

the present policy or the separation policy. He can adopt a

mixture of both options but this mix-option will not be dis-

cussed here since an understanding of either of the two

earlier options will determine the attributes of the mix-option.

By present policy, is meant the cash bonus system which

dominates past and current leasing policies. In this system,

the Secretary offers tracts for lease sale. The minimum values

of these tracts are deterv6xM by limited geophysical surveys

undertaken by the United States Geological Survey. No
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exploratory drilling is allowed. Hence the real values of

the ~ racts are indeterminate. Industry bids on the leases

and the successful bidders pay a cash bonus of about L7'8 on

the minimum values of the tracts to the United States

Treasury. A single bid covers both exploration and production

on the tract.

Data are therefore inadequate under the present policy

to determine if geological characteristics necessary for

petroleum accumulation exist in the OCS frontier areas.

Although geophysical data and extrapolation of geological

trends can identify potentially attractive geological

structures, the geological characteristics and specific

potential for oil and gas are unknown until boreholes have

been sunk. Since exploratory drilling is not done until

after leasing, policy makers must rely on geological in-

ference and speculation as to whether petroleum actually

exists. Actual information on shelf resources would generally

require a major drilling effort but would better identify areas

favorable for oil and gas accumulation before leasing. Drill-

ing stratigraphic holes in. the vicinity of known structures

would improve the geological information on potential

petroleum accumulation. For the separation policy option, it

is assumed that the exploration phase includes stratigraphic

drilling as well as geophysical exploration.
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In the separation policy, exploration on the tract i=

leased out separately from production. The effect of this

is that exploration results can be made non-proprietary

 not so in the present policy! and accessible to the public.

There will also be a time lag between the end of the ex-

ploration lease to the start of the development lease, thus

allowing oil companies, Interior officials,and state and

local government authorities to study the data and arrive at

a fair estimate of the value of the lease area and to prepare

for the onshore impacts of offshore development.

Two systems of separation are available. These are the

dual leasing system where lease for exploration would not

include any right to subsequently develop and produce the

resources discovered, and the two-tier leasing system where

the lease awarded for exploration will include a right to

subsequent development and production of the resources on a

portion of the lease area.

In dual leasing system, the government offers, by means

of competitive bidding, exploration leases to private firms

who would manage and conduct. exploratory drilling. The

government can also do the exploration itself and lease out

the tracts for subsequent development and production. Bid

factors for the exploration leases can be the percentage of

costs to be assumed by the bidder, the percentage of revenues

to be received by the bidder  revenues on the sale of the

lease areas for development!, or a combination of both. The



benefit of this system is that it introduces a way to acquire

exploratory data for planning purposes, environmental decisions,

and coastal state review, without an extensive government

managed exploratory drilling program and therefore at lower

cost to the government; it provides a more rational basis for

development leasing since the information collected allows

prospects to be properlv evaluated and fair value obtained;

and it encourages greater competition for development and pro-

duction of leases because smaller firms who might not other-

wise bid because of the high information cost, will now know

more about the prospects before bidding for development and

production.

En the two-tier system, the exploration lease is also

awarded on the basis of competitive bids. This system is

presently used in Australia and in Canada where the exploratory

permit awarded grants the holder the right to comprehensive

exploration within the permit area. The permit holder can,

after the exploration phase, select a portion of the permit

area to which he is entitled to obtain a lease or license for

development and production. The remainder of the lease area

is leased by the government to the rest of the industry for

development and production. The two-tier system has most of

the benefits of the dual leasing system. Bidding factors are

similar to that for the dual-leasing system, except in here

additional bid factor can be the fraction of the leased
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area that the successful bidder for the exploration phase

will be allowed to develop.

Both systems discussed above allow for the separation of

exploration from production. The two-tier system has the

particular advantages that it has been tested in countries

similar in society structure, political system and offshore

environment to the United States, and it affords incentive to

the operator of the exploration phase to do a thorough job by

rewarding him with the right to develop a portion of the lease

area. The dual leasing system is advantageous in that it

allows independent companies, interested only in offshore ex-

ploration and not in the development and production of off-

shore areas, to join oil companies in exploration lease

bidding, thus creating a bigger pool of bidders and therefore

probably resulting in a higher bid on the exploration lease;

and the operator of the exploration phase will be non-biased

toward.s the outcome of this phase since automatic right to

the development and production of the lease area is not

granted,and therefore will do an impartial and perhaps better

job.

The two-tier system is faulted in some ways. The operators

of the exploration phase often choose the best areas for

development, leaving less valuable areas to the government.

If a rich oil field is found, the operator makes a tremendous

profit if he has obtained the right to the development phase at

a price that reflects the unknown potential of the area which
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is often much lower then the value of the area when the

presence of substantial oil is confirmed. Of course, the

converse is true and the operator may lose heavily if the

area turns out to be barren. This characteristic of the two-

tier system can be rectify'. by setting the price of the right

to later development of a portion of the lease area to a

value equal to the value of the portion of area after the

exploration phase  computed from the value/unit area of the

remaining area, obtained from the successful bidder! minus

the total cost of the exploration phase plus the cost of
/exploring the portion of the operators development area . I

suggest that both systems should be tried in future leasing

policies and the success of each system evaluated.

Zt is believed that the separation policy will provide

a better estimate of the resource potential of an offshore

lease area, since all exploratory results will be made public

and stratigraphic drilling is allowed. This better estimate

will ensure a fairer market value on the lease when the area

is opened for bids. A fair market value however may not in-

dicate better returns to the public from OCS development. A

review of the leasing record from 1970 to l975  when the

present policywas the only policy! shows that the oil industry

had consistently been overoptimistic and a greater than fair

value has usually been obtained. It is feared that with the

separation policy, and a better knowledge of the value of the

lease areas, the return to the public may drop since the
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winning bid will probably be closer to the true value. It is

not certain that given the tight money situation and better

geophysical exploration techniques in the 108ps oil companies

will still overbid on the lease areas, if the present. policy

is used. They may underbid since competition is reduced by

the depressed economic situation. Hence the separation system

is probably still the better policy.

6. 3. 3 Macro-oQtion

Full exploration  F!
Government does ~intermeIiate exploration  I!
zploration  G! ~imited exploration  I.!

xploration leased ~F
ut to private firm,  NR! I
ith no right to suh- L
equent developmentPilot

Program

Separation
Policy

Exploration Leased
out to private firm,
with right to sub-
sequent development

~F
 WR! I

L

Industry control of
exploration

 government!

No

NR  no right! ~1
F

I  industry! I
L

~F
WR  with right!

F I!~~I

Fi uure 6.3: Methods of Separation
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Figure 6.3 indicates by means of a probability tree,

how the Interior Secretary can formulate his separation policy.

First, the decision is reached as to whether a pilot program

which commits certain areas to the separation system; or a

no-pilot program which commits the entire industry to the

separation system, should be used.. The no-pilot option will
enable rapid transition into the separation system but carries

the danger that if the untested separation system did not work,

then the entire offshore oil industry might be in a jam, creating

possible loss of revenues amounting to billions of dollars. The
pilot option is a cautious policy option, and allows Interior
to test the success of its separation program against the

cash-bonus system under the same socio-economic environment and

is probably the better option since the stakes are so high and

the economic environment depressed.

The next step considers how the exploration work is to be

allocated. Four options can be distinguished.

l. exploration done by the government, with government

personnel and facilities  G-option! .

2. exploration done by a private firm with the contract

terminating at the end of the exploration phase,i;e

the firm has no automatic right to subsequently

develop part or whole of the exploration lease area.

3. exploration done by a private firm, with subsequent

right, to develop a portion of the exploration lease

area.
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4. exploration done and financed by industrial groups

with government approval.

In the G-option the Department. of Interior will take over

the task of exploratory drilling on its own initiative.

 Drilling is specifically considered here because it is the

only method. that can determine with certainty the existence

of oil. The other part of the exploration phase, geophysical

exploration, is not at. issue here since it has always been

done by the government or by the oil industry and is a much

less expensive operation than exploratory drilling.! The oil

industry has been very wary of a government takeover of the

exploration phase. They warn that, this could lead to the

creation of a federal agency to produce and own the undersea

oil and gas because they cannot conceive that the feds will

turn it over to the industry once they have found oil. They

used this argument in the 1977 Congressional hearings on the

bills proposing OCSLA �953! amendments, as the principal

reason why the bills should be defeated. However there is

nothing in the then pending bills or in the OSCLAA �978! that

would enable the government to undertake full-scale production

activities of any sort. The argument is therefore unfounded.

Another argument is that with government takeover of ex-

ploration, the oil industry's experienced exploratory arm

would wither away; and exploration research would be stifled,

with the loss of technological advances critical to locating
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increasingly harder-to-find offshore oil and gas deposits.

This argument is not entirely true. In order to maintain

the level of exploration activities, the government will

require a large amount of expert personnel who will be drawn

from the 'withered' exploratory arm of the oil industry and

exploration research can still be supported by the government.

There are certain disadvantages associated with government

control of exploration. Firms that deal principally with

offshore exploration will find themselves having to close

down since there is no more work from the government or from

the oil industry. It may also cost more for government to do

the exploration than for the industry since a start-up time

is needed to recruit and train personnel and to procure

equipment. Government resources in terms of personnel and

equipment are much smaller than the whole industry's, and

therefore government exploration may take longer and cover

smaller areas. The delay in exploration will result in delays

in production and the basic aim of the l978 Amendments to

achieve orderly and timely development of the OCS's oil re-

sources will not be achieved. A final argument is that although

the Secretary has wide discretion in designing exploration

policies, legislative intent throughout the legislative history
of the Amendments has been that private firms, not the govern-

ment should c~rrv out the exploration operations. A complete

government ~keover of exploration may run into legal difficul-

ties in the courts.
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The next option  NR-option! is that the government should

lease out the exploration phase to private firms, with no

automatic right to subsequently develop a part of the leased

area. This option has none of the disadvantages associated.

with the previous option. Since the government can lease

out the exploration phase to firms specialized in offshore

exploration, the data gathering can be achieved more rapidly

and more efficiently. Data could be released early to the

public to ease information disadvantages in smaller oil com-

panies and encourage participation by them in the bidding

for the development and production lease. This option can

also encourage the growth of small specialized private firms

that deal with leasing government exploration functions.

Both the above two options are identified with the dual

leasing system. The next two options I will discuss can be

identified with the two-tier leasing system.

In the WR-option, the exploration phase is leased out to

private firms, with the automatic right to subsequently

develop a portion of the lease area. This option has most of

the benefits associated with the NR-option but it also inherits

the drawbacks associated with the two-tier leasing system,i.e

difficulty in assuring a fair return to the public and unethical

practice on the part of the industry-partner.

The final option, industry takeover of exploration, can be

achieved through unitization agreements. Unitization agree-

ments are voluntary agreements by the various oil companies
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interested in exploiting a particular OCS region, to form a

group that will be approved by the Secretary, and will have

the responsibility of performing the exploratory work on

behalf of all its members. The operator with a major interest

in the unitized area is the unit operator or unit manager and

acts on behalf of all the other operators. For this principle

to be effective, entire structures will have to be leased for

the exploration phase. All tracts identified to a given

structure will also be combined into and considered as a single

lease unit for development purposes. In the development phase,

unit operation encompassing an entire structure is contented

to be most efficient and will enable the greatest volume of

petroleum from any reservoir to be recovered. There is a new

dimension in this option in that unitization in the develop-

ment phase is included. It. may seem that the advantages

associated with the separation of exploration from development

 example equal public access to exploration data! will be fore-

gone. 'this is not so since we are dealing here with a single

unit and therefore there is no incentive for anyone to keep

exploration information proprietary hence information can still

be accessible to the general public.

Despite its benefits, unitized agreements have some major

problems, three of which are itemized below:

1. Choice of an appropriate sharing formula.

2. Selection of a unit operator and the determination

of a drilling plan.
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3. The risk that unitization may become a lease-holding

device because as long as a unit plan is in force,

some drilling or production anywhere on the acreage

included in the unit will maintain the lease on all

lands in the unit.

The difficulties with trying to solve these three problems

diminishes the attractiveness of the unitized agreement.

I suggest that the NR-option and WR-option be used as

possible policy options in deciding on a leasing strategy.

The G-option is discouraged because of its inefficient nature

and potential legal problems. The I-option is attractive and

rather innovative but difficulties in agreeing on an

appropriate sharing formula and on the selection of the unit

operator and the problem of assuring a fair market return on

the leased resources  since no bidding occurs when the agree-

ment is made!, discourages the practice of this option.

The final step deals with the question of no matter who

does the exploration, should the full, intermediate or limited

exploration programs be performed? A limited exploration

program takes 4 to 6 years and should be concentrated on the

major prospects in an OCS region. Cost of this program ranged

from $0.6 billion to $1.6 billion in 1975. The intermediate

program lasts 8 years and cost ranged from $1.3 billion to

$2.4 billion  in 1975!. It is an extension of the limited

program. The full program can last much longer and cost much

more than the intermediate program, depending on how much
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information is required, and is not recommended since the

outcome of the program is not worth the cost to public

funds. It is recommended that the limited program be chosen

since the economics of offshore production lie in the dis-

covery of major traps  not in minor traps which are abundant

onshore!. Futhermore, if the bidding process for the develop-

ment phase turns out to be a failure  because of industry

perception of poor potential of the explored regions!, then

a smaller loss of public funds will be the results
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Fortran IV Program for estimating the
posterior probability of State l away
from a known line.

D]MENSION M�0! ~ R�0!, T�0!, X�6!
REAL LLIKE 'I, LLIKEO

CC INITIALI SE VALUES: RHO ~ CORRELATION COEFFICIENT, 2S ~ SPACI'NG
C BETWEEN PARALLEL LINES, TL ~ TOTAL LENGTH OF EACH LINE,
C P = INITIAL PROBABILITY OF STATE
C

S * 1.0/6.0
TL = 1.0
P a 0
PI = 3. 14159
GAMA = 15. 15
RHO = PI + GAMA/2.
0 "- 1.00000 � P

C
C START WITH AN INITIAL VALUE OF Y, AND LOOP WITH A CONSTANT
C INCREMENT. WRITE HEADING.
C FIRST READ 1N THE STATES OF THE 66 SEGMENTS.
C

READ�,400!  M�!, 1=1,66!
C
C START LOOP FOR X
C

DO 70 K= I,66
X K ! = FLOAT K�TL/66.

CC rIVI TIALISE LIKELIHOOD FNS: LIKE 1 FOR STATE I, AND LIKED FDR STATE 0
C

LLIKE1 = 0.0
LLIKEO ~ 0. 0

CC CAI.CULATE DISTANCES R OF EXTERIOR PT. U TD LINE AT EACH OF 66 SEGMENTS
C

DO 10 I = 1.66
T I! ~ FLOAT�~!-1!+TL/66.
R I! ~ SORT  X K! � T I!/2. !+i2 + S~~2!
CONTINUE10

CC THEN START CALCULATING THE LIKELIHOOD FNS, KNOWING THE STATES AT
C THE VARIOUS SEGMENTS,
C

A4 ~ EXP -RH042.&T t!/PI!
C * P + 0+A4
DO 55 I ~ 2,66

C
C FIRST CALCULATE ALL THE PARAMETERS.
C

A2 ~ EXP -RHO~2 +R�-1!/PI !
A1 i  R�- I! + R I! + T�!!/PI
A3 ~ EXP -RHD+2, +R  I!/PI !
A s P+P +   1.-3.+P+2.sPeP!~EXP -RHO+AI! +  P-P+P!+ A2+A3+A4!
B i P + 04A3
D = P + 0+A2E = 0~0 +   1.-3.F0+2.e0~0!~EXP -RHO+AI! + �-0+0!* A2+A3+A4!

0 + P~A3
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C
C THEN DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN THE STATES OF NEIGHBOURING SEGMENTS.
C WHEN BOTH M I � 1! AND M I ! ARE OF STATES 0
C

IF M I-1! .NE. 1 . AND. M I!. NE 1! GO TO 20
C
C WHEN M I" 1! IS STATE 1 ANO M�! STATE 0
C

IF M I "1! . EQ, 1 .AND. M�!.NE, 1! GO TO 30
C
C WHEN M� � 1! IS STATE 0 AND M  I ! STATE 1
C

IF M�-1!.NE. 1 .AND. M�! . EO. 1! GO TO 40
C
C CALCULATE FN, P M�-1!/M�!,U$1! $ FY1 AND FN. P M�-1!/M  I!,U$0!
C FYO WHERE U IS THE EXTERIOR PT.  X, Y!. THIS CASE IS FOR N� � 1!
C . M  I !$1 AND URO, 1,
C

FY1 = A/B
FYO =  C � A!/  1. - B!
GO TO SO

C
C DITTO.....M�-1! = 0, M I! = 0
C

20 FY1 r 1 � � � A!/� - B!
FYO $ E/f
80 TO 50

C
C DITTO...,,M�-1! r 1. M�! r 0
C

30 FY1  D - A!/�. - 5!
FYO 1. - E/F
GO TO 50

C
C DITTO...M� � 1! r 0, M I!
C

40 FY1 r 1. � A/B
FYO = 1. �  C � A!/�. � B!

C
C NOW CALCULATE LIKELIHOOD FNS. FOR U$1. I.E. LIKE1 ANO FOR Llr0. LIKED
C

50 LLIKE1 r LLIKE1 + ALOG FY1!
I.LIKEO r LLIKEO + ALOG FYO!

55 CONT I NUE
C
C CALCULATE THE VALUE OF P M�6!/U!. FOR Ur 1 M�6! 1 FN. F11,
C U$0 M�6!$1 FN.rF10, U 0 M�6! 0 FN. FOO, U 1 M�6! 0 FN. F01
C

IF M�6!.NE. 1! GO TO 60
F11 r B
F10 = Pr�. - A3!

C
C CALCULATE LIKELIHOOD FN. FOR M�6! 1
C

LLIKE1 r LLIKE1 + ALOG F11!
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LLIKEO ~ LLIKEO + ALOG F10!
GO TO 65

C
C CALCULATE LIKELIHOOD FN. FOR IN�6!
C

60 F01 = Oh�. � A3!
FOO ~ F
LLIKE1 = LLIKE1 + ALDG F01!
LLIKEO < LLIKEO + A1 OG F00!

C
C NDW CALCULhTE VALUE OF P X! = PL X/U=1! + QL X/U=O! . CALL THI
C CALCULATE THE POSTERIOR PROBABILITY OF STATE 1, CALL IT POST1.
C

65 APOST1 = ALOG 0 + LLIKEO - ALOG P } -LLIKE1

70
100
200
300
500
400

  !
POST1 ~ 1/ EXP APOST1! + 1. !
POSTO " -1. � POST1
@RITE�,300! X K!, 5, POST1, POSTO
CONTINUE
FORMAT ' 1'.'THE Y-COEFFICIENT IS ' ~ F6.4!
FORMAT '0', 1X,'XCOEFF.', 15X.'YCOEFF.'. 15X,'PROB. 1', 16X,'PROB.O'!
FORMAT  '0' ~ 2X,F6.4 . 14X, F6.4, 14X, F6. 5, 14' F6, 5!
FORMAT   4F 10. 5 !
FORMAT ��2I3/!, 22I3!
STOP
ENO
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Fortran IV program for estimating the
posterior probability of State l between
two known lines.

Appendix A2

DIMENSION M�6!, R�6!, T�6!, X  100!, M1 �6!, MO�6!
REAL LLI 1, LLIO

READ�,400!  MO I !, I=1 ~ 66!
READ  15,400!  M1  I ! . I $1,66!
KCO 0
KC1 $0
MCO»0
MC1$0
DO 2 I 1.66
IF MO  I ! . EO. 1 !KC1$KC1+1
IF MO I! EQ.O!KCO KCO+1
IF M1 I !. EO. 1!MC1»MC1+1
IF M1  I!.EO.O!MCO»MCO+1
CONTINUE
P=FLOAT MC1+KC'I !/FLOAT MC1+MCO+KC1+KCO!
GAMA e 8. 88
S = 1.0/33.0
TL e 1.0
O $1 . 00000- P
PI 3. 14159
RHO $ PI t GAMA/2.
DO 4 I»1,66
T  I!=FLOAT�»I" 1! »TL/66.
CONT I NUE
A4$EXP -RHO»2. t T  1!/PI !
C»P+O»A4

C
C 1 *»*I t'*1*» et t et tt et et tet 1 tet et et et t » t t »t t et t t t t tet t et t t et et » t
C

DO 70 K»1. 66
X K! FLOAT K!tTL/66.

C
C tttt»tttttttttetttetetetttttttttttee»tet»et»»tet»tete
C

N»0
N$N+1
IF N. EO 1! GO TO 7
DO 6 I=1,66
M  I ! $M1  I !
CONTINUE
GO TO 9
DO 8 I 1 ~ 66
M I!*MO I!
CONTINUE8

C
et»tete»tttttteeteteetttttetttttteetet»»te»tee

C
9 LLI 1 0.0

LL IO $ O. 0

C
C tt»tttetttttttttetttt»tttttttttttt»tttttttttttttettttletttt»t»
C
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DO 10 I = 1 66
R I! ~ SORT  X K! � T I!/2.!+ ~ 2 + S~~2!
CONTINUE10

C C C

IF M�-1!.NE. 1 ,AND. M  I!.NE.1! GO TO 20

IF M  I � 1!.EQ. 1 .AND . M  I!.NE. 1! GO TO 30

IF�4  I � 1!,NE. 1 . AND M I !. EQ. 1! GO TO 40

FY1 i A/8
FYO  C - A!/  1. � 8!
GO TO 50

C
20 FV1 = 1. - � - A!/�. - 8!

FYO = E/F
GO TO 50

C
30 FY1 =  D � A!/�. � 8!

FYO 1. - E/F
GO TO 50

C
40 FY1 1. - A/8

FYO 1. �  C � A!/�. - B!

C 50LLI1 LLI1 + ALOG FY1!
LLIO = LLIO + ALOG FYO!
CONTINUE55

C
C 4444
C

44 ~ 0 etta As4$44444t***t*4*1*4484844ttl 041f 0

IF M�6!.NE. 1! GO TO 60
F11 8
F10 IR P4�. � A3!

LLI1 ~ LLI1 + ALOG F11!
LLIO ~ LLIO + ALOG F10!
GO TO 65

C C 60
F01 - a~�. � A3!
FOO~ F

DO 55 I = 2,66
A2 = EXP -RHO+2.~R I-1!/PI!
A1 =  R I-1! + R I! + T i!!/r I
A3 = EXP -RHO+2. +R I !/PI!
A = P~P +   1.-3.+P+2.+P+P!+EXP -RHO~A1! +  P-P+P!+ A2+A3+A4!
B ~ P + 0+A3
0 ~ P + Q~A2
E = Q*Q +   1.-3. 0+2.+0+0!+EXP -RHO A1! +  Q-Q*Q!+ A2+A3+A4!
F = 0 + P~A3



LLI 1 a LI I1 + ALOG F01!
LLIO e LLIO + ALOG FOO!

C
65 IF N.EQ.2!GO TO 67

C
ALI 1eLLI 1
ALIOeLLIO
GO TO 5

LL I 1=LLI 1 + ALI 1
LLIO=LLIO + ALIO
APOST1 a ALOG�! + LLIQ " ALOG P! -LLI1
POST1 = 1/ EXP APOST1! + 1. !
POSTO ~ 1. � POST1
WRITE�,600!POST1
CONTINUE70

C
aeeaeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeaeaaeaeaaeeeeaeeaeeeeeeaeeeeeeea

C
200
300
400
500
600

FORMAT'  '0',2X, 'XCOEFF ' ~ 14X, 'YCOEFF ', 14X, 'PROS. 1', 14X. 'PROB.O' !
FORMAT '0',2X,F6.4. 14X,F6,4.14X,F6.5,14X,F6.5!
FORMAT ��2I3/!. 22?3!
FORMAT�F 10. 5!
FORMAT�0X, F 10. 8!
STOP
ENO

C
eeeaeeeaeaeeaeeaaaeeaeaaaeaeeeaaaae*aaa**ea**aaeeeaeaeeeeeee

C
67
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Table of probability of State l for various
values of x and y, Map 4, line OP.

Appendix B:

XCOEFF

0.1000

0.2000

0.3000

0.4000

0.5000

0.6000

0.7000

0.8000

0.9000

1.0000

0.1000

0.2000

0.3000

0. 4000
0 5000

0. 6000

0.7000

0. 8000

0.9000

1.0000

0.1000

0.2000

0.3000

0.4000

0.5000

0.6000

0.7000

0.8000

0.9000

1.0000

0.1000

0.2000

0.3000

0.4000
0.5000

0.6000

0.7000

0.8000

0.9000

1.0000

0.1000

0.2000

0.3000

0.4000

0.5000

0.6000

0.7000

0.8000

0.9000

1.0000

YCOEFF

0.1000

0.1000

0.1000

0.1000

0.1000

0.1000

0.1000

0.1000

0.1000

0.1000

0.2000

0.2000

0.2000

0.2000

0.2000

0.2000

0.2000

0.2000

0.2000

0.2000

0.3000
0.3000

0.3000

0.3000

0 3000

0.3000

0.3000

0.3000

0.3000

0.3000

0.4000
0.4000

0.4000

0.4000

0.4000

0 4000

0.4000

0.4000
0.4000

0.4000

0.5000

0.5000

0.5000

0.5000

0.5000

0.5000

0.5000

0.5000
0.5000

0.5000

PROB.l

24634

.21203

.32490

.59868

.55433

.57168

61290

.34887

.25693

31688

.34612

.33403

.37455

.43462

.44797

.45117

.44150

.38502

.35016

.35197

.37086

.36887

.37970

.39458

.40174

.40265

.39696

.38324

.37254

.37014

.37696

.37680

. 37963

. 38350

.38$90

.38619

, 38427

.38064

.37753

.37632

.37841

.37846

.37920

.38024

.38094

.38102

.38046

.37947

.37857

.37812
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0.1000

0.2000

0.3000

0.4000

0.5000

0,6000

0.7000

0.8000

0.9000

1.0000

0.1000

0.2000

0.3000

0.4000

0.5000

0.6000

0.7000

0.8000

0.9000

1.0000

0.1000

0.2000

0.3000

0.4000

0.5000

0.6000

0.7000

0.8000
0.9000

1.0000

0.1000

0.2000

0.3000

0.4000

0.5000

0.6000

0.7000

0.8000

0.9000

1.0000

0.1000

O. 2000

0.3000

0.4000

0.5000
0.6000

0.7000

0.8000
0.9000

1.0000

0.6000

0.6000

0.6000

0.6000

0.6000

0.6000

0.6000

0.6000

0.6000

0.6000

0 7000

0.7000

0.7000

0 7000

0.7000

0.7000

0.7000

0.7000

0.7000

0.7000

0.8000

0.8000

0.8000

0.8000

0.8000

0.8000

0.8000

0.8000

0.8000

0.8000

0.9000

0.9000
0 9000

0.9000

0.9000
0 9000

0.9000

0.9000

0.9000

0.9000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

.37872

.37877

.37895

.37923

.37943

.37946

.37930

37903

.37876

.37861

.37878

.37880

.37887

.37893

.37897

.37898

.37895

.37889

.37879

.37874

.37879

.37880

.37881.

.37884

.37887

.37885
37883

.37880

.37879

.37879

.37879

.37879

.37880

.37881

.37881

.37881

.37881

.37880

.37880

.37879

.37879

.37879

.37879

.37879

.37879

.37880

,37880

.37879

.37879

.37879
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